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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

This treatise is little more than a careful digest of numerous

works, of the more important of which a list is given. A sincere

note of obligation is due to Messrs. Jones and Freeman's

scholarly and accurate History of St. David's and to Mr.

John Murray's Haitdliook to the Welsh Catlicdi-als : but the

list is given ([uite as much to assist future students as to

emphasise those writers to wliom the author has been under

special obligations.

Those who may wish to visit St. i)avid"s wiU lind it remark-

ably inaccessible, and they will be well ad\ised to travel to

Haverfordwest by train, slee[) there, and drive on, over the

sixteen miles and seventeen hills, to St. David's on the next

day. For cyclists there is a much better road from Letterston

station, but the other is preferable from the pictures(]ue point
of view.

The illustrations are mostly from tlu' author's own i)hoto-

graphs, but his s[)ecial thanks are due to Mr. A. I )avid and

Mr. Morgan, to whose hearty co-operation on tliu spot a large

meed of wliatever success they may attain is unhcsitatingh'

given. I'he general views are from photographs bv Valentine,

Frith and Co., and I'oulton
;
the general measured drawings

are reduced from the elaborate plans of J. Taylor Scott,

f. K.l .l!..\., which won the silver medal of the Koyal Institute

of British .Xnhitects in i.S8j; a few illustrations are taken

from old prints in the author's collection, antl for some re-

productions we have been indebted to the excellent plates in

Messrs. Jones and l''reeman's Jlistory oj St. /)(nu'd\<.

nill.II' .\. Kol'.SON.
l'.\l..\ei', (Jii.wiiii'.Ks,

9, Hkhm;!-; Sikkk i, \\i.>i .\n.\s i i;i<.
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THE CROSS AMI CATIIKI )KAI. I'OWKR.

ST. DAVID'S CATHEDRAL

CHAPTER I

THE SITE AND GENERAL HISTORY OK THE FADRIC

The see of Minevia, or St. David's, was founded in the sixth

century. It has ahvays included the whole of Pembrokeshire,
and is by far the most important of the four AVelsh sees— St.

David's, St. Asaph, Bangor, and JJandaff. The impressively
wild and open scenery which surrounds St. David's gives it

also a natural advantage irrespective of its greater size. Put
the site of the cathedral cannot be regarded as satisfactory,

being clo.se to the little river Alan, on almost marshy ground.
Its drainage has consequenUy al\va)s l)een a source of trouble
and expense. In f|uestioning the founder's choice of site it

must always be dearly remembered thai the buildings were

originally monastic, and that seclusion, combined with a good
natural water su[jply, were regarded by the old monastic
builders as primary essentials. Once selected by St. David,
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however, this site has ahvays been regarded with veneration by
those who in later times a^ded to the original foundation.

The existing church is not less than the fourth on this site.

The monastic church was destroyed by fire in 645 and the

second in 1088, and the third was that visited by Henry H. in

1 171 and 1 172 {vide Giraldus). The first view of the church

generally seen is that from the south-east and from almost on
a level with the top of the central tower. The tout ensemble

is certainly remarkable, and few thoughtful visitors fail to find

a pigeon-hole in their memory for this first impression, which
is invariably conjured up by the name "

St. David's.''

Calixtus H. (Pope 1 1 19-1 134) canonised St. David in 1131/
and the church was solemnly dedicated to him in conjunction
with St. Andrew, to whom the previous church had been dedi-

cated. Of this primitive British church, which St. 1 )avid himself

founded long before the coming of St. Augustine, nothing is

now visible. For in 1180 Peter de Leia, the third Norman

bishop (i 176- 1198), replanned the whole building. Indeed,
in consideration of the works being in progress (1189), the

Cardinal Legate excused the bishop, Giraldus, and certain

others from joining in the Crusade, provided that they con-

tributed towards the expenses of those going and towards the

completion of St. David's Cathedral. It is to this Bishop de

Leia that St. 1 )avid's, even as we see it now, mainly owes its

grandeur.
But soon after the completion of the new church the central

tower fell, seriously damaging all the adjacent parts, which

were rebuilt, including one stage of the tower, by 1248. The

foundations, however, on the wet site caused further trouble,

and it was not till 1866 that they were properly laid and the

tow-er secured by the late Sir (then Mr.) G. G. Scott. In 1248
an earthquake shook the building in a serious manner, and pro-

bably started or aggravated the curious outward inclination of

the nave arcade, which can be seen in the illustration, p. 22.

The fall of the tower also necessitated alterations in the build-

ings which had just been erected to the east of the crossing,

and no doubt the earthquake also prevented any attempt to

complete the stone groining of the nave, for about the year

1500 huge buttresses were added on the north or river side

to prevent further settlements. Bishop Martyn (1296 1328)
'

Jones ;uh1 l''rccnian, p. 140.
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completed De Leia's plan by adding the Lady Chapel ; but his

immediate successor, Bishop (lower (1328-1347), has, more

surely than an)- prelate
—not excepting De Leia— left his

impress on the present buildings. Under his direction a stage
was added to the tower : the south porch was built; the walls

of the aisles were raised to their present height and prepara-
tions made for vaulting ; the eastern chapel to the south

llic SfjTTin- Pai'ts

I'KOM SI'KKDS SX.W' OK I'l-.M HKOKK.

transept and alterations to those east of the north transept
were carried out; the aisles received Decorated windows and
their walls buttresses ; and the \ery remarkable Rood-screen

and its adjuncts were then first addetl. ( )f his s])lendi(l

episcopal palace across the Alan more anon.

In the I'erpendicular period tiie jjrincipal alterations were

the renewal of the main roofs : the addition of the huge
buttresses on the north side of the nave ; the \auhing of the

chapel just east of the Presbytery, and the addition of one
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more stage to the tower. It should be noted that this was the

only period in which the difficulties of vaulting were over-

come, although extensive prejiarations for a sexpartite system
had been made.

Nothing of note was done to the fabric for a long period
after this, till Bishop Field whitewashed the cathedral internally

in 1630 1 Then we find that during the Civil War much

damage was done, traces of which can be easily found in the

ruined chapels east of the Presbytery. The transepts and

Lady Chapel were stripped of their lead, and consequently fell

into a state of ruin. The roofs of the former were recon-

structed in 1696, but the vaulting to the latter did not fall till

nearly eighty years later. Sundry precautions were taken to

prevent the main fabric from falling into absolute ruin—e.g.,

the southern arch of the tower was filled up; but St. David's

had fallen on evil days, and it is not till nearly 1800 that we
read of a subscription for rebuilding the West Front from plans

by Nash which are said to have been approved by the Society
of Antiquaries. The frontispiece to this chapter shows this

front as it was before Scott's great restoration of 1862. The
additions from 1800 to 1862, as given by Messrs. Jones and

Freeman, make extensive reading, but do not count for very
much in the building. The Chapel of St. Thomas, east of the

North Transept, Avas converted into a Chapter House 1827.

During the forties the South Transept was re-arranged as a

parish church and the seventeenth-century vestry was treated

as a kind of eastern aisle. F)Utterfield added some Decorated

windows—notably the great North Transept window—and the

north aisle of the Presbytery again received a roof.

In 1862 Scott was requisitioned by Bishop Tliirhvall to

examine the fabric and make a report on its proposed complete
restoration, and in 1869 he was able, in his second report, to

announce the satisfactory repair of the tower. This work was

one of extreme difficulty, as will be seen from the Appendix
(see p. 97). The church was then for the first time properly
drained ;

and the next parts to be taken in hand by Scott

were the Choir, Presbytery and their aisles, and after that

De Leia's original Transitional work, at a cost of about

p/^40,000. This amount included Willis's organ, and the

reconstruction of the \\'est Front in memory of Bishop
Thirlwall (of which latter the Very Rev. James Allen, after-
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wards Dean, was tlie inaugurator). Dean Allen contributed

in a most generous way towards tlie restoration, as, i)tter alia,

the expenses of the renovation of the North Transept, St.

Thomas's Chapel, Library, and Treasury, and the roofs of

Bishop \'aughan's Chapel and the ante-chapels he defrayed

entirely. The Rev. J. M. Treherne and liis wife each gave

^2,000 by legacy, and the latter gave an annual subscription of

-/r2oo during her life.

It is most welcome news that the present Dean and Chapter
have already started a fund for the final section of the restora-

tion, viz., that of the ruinous eastern chapels, wherein is exqui-
.site work being surely destroyed. And it is hardly too much
to expect that the Welsh will not fail to respond to this dual

opportunity for at once reverencing their Patron Saint and

removing what is to-day indeed a national reproach.
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CHA1'II:R II

III I', I'AII'.KIOR

The Cathedral Precincts. The wall of the Close,

which extends to ahnost a mile, dates from 1330, hut of the

four Gatkwans only one remains. 'I'his, to the south-east of

the cathedral, is the main entrance to the ("lose from the

secular part of the city. It is al)Oul 60 feet high, and the gate-

way is flanked 011 lln- nortli 1)\- an earl\' Decorated (or

'I'ransilional) octagonal tower—once the janilor's lodge and

on the south by a semicircular tower of an earlier characli'r.

This latter was prohahl)' a detached hell-lowt'r and coiilaincd

a prison. It also formed a Record Office and Consistory ( "ourt.

The Precentor's hou.se abuts on the southern enclosure : the

( Chanter's orchard is to the south-west ; the Archdeacon has

his residence to the west, and north of this is anotht'r for the

Archdeacon of Brecon
; beyond this again are the ( 'hancellor's,

the i\rchdeacon of Cardigan's, and the Treasurer's houses.

Adjoining the bridge is a prebendal house.
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On the north side of the Nave and parallel with it, but

separated by the Cloister garth, are the remains of the College

ti t,,i T

I'LA.N OF >l'. liA\ll>".S, lSo6, BY JOHN CARTER.

A. Tower Gateway ; B. City Wall : c. Cathedral : D. Bishop's Palace : E. St. Mary's

College ; F. Garden ; c. Great Hall ;
H. Kitchen ;

1. Bishop's Hall : K, West Chapel ;

I.. Cloister Garth ; M. God's Acre (graves) : O. Subordinate Cathedral Buildings.

of St. Mary; to the north of its dignified tower are traces,

possibly, of the infirmary, and to the north and east of this

aeain are the remains of the houses of the Master and seven
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Priest-fellows of St. Mary's, forming three sides of a quadrangle,
on the north side of which was an entrance gateway tower.

Across the Alan to the north-west are the attractive ruins

of Bishop (lower's once splendid palace.
The Church.—An important feature in the general

exterior appearance of .St. David's is the walling material,

dreys, reds, and purples, and mottle-blends of all three, lend a

l<M' OK TOWKK (S.W. ANOI.KI AMJ TK.XOK liKl.l.-

peculiar richness and warmth to the building on a sunny day,
and the converse in wet weather. 'I'he quarries from which

the cathedral stone was ol)tained are at Caerbwdy, in the

immediate neighbourhood, and as these are almost the oldest

sedimentary rocks known, it is conjectured that some part of

this locality existed as an island in more than one primaeval
sea.' This ancient callu'dral, thru, of the liritish ('hurrh

'

King's
'' Handbook to the Cathedrals of Wales'" {^hllray), 1SS7, p. 115.
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has the distinction of being built of more primitive stone

than any other important building in the country. Many
things combine to render the general character of the exterior

architecturally uninteresting. There is a decided feeling of

dignity, but not of the grandeur with which one is apt to asso-

ciate the idea of a cathedral. It lies low ; the roofs are of a

flat pitch, with the exception of those of the transepts ;
the

highly picturesque and exquisite ruin of Bishop Gower's palace
to the west, with its chequered rampart, and the immense
amount of new material used in the very necessary restoration,

at present combine to mask the real age of the cathedral
;

and, finally, there is no hint of the gorgeous work within.

The Tower.—Few Norman towers, situated on the

crossing of the nave, transepts, and choir, have not fallen '

or been in extreme danger of doing so owing to the early

architects having a very limited knowledge of the weight of

superimposed masses and of the thrust of arches, which, as

the orientals declare, "never rest." The central tower of

St. David's was no exception; it fell in 1220. But it can

hardly be that any tower has suffered worse than has this

one from injudicious attentions even till the general restora-

tions under Sir G. Scott in 1862. After the fall of 1220

the western piers and arch were allowed to remain, and the

other three arches and piers were rebuilt from the ground.

'I'his, however, did not deter Bishops Gower and A'aughan

adding, the first a Decorated and the latter a Perpendicular

stage on to the same faulty substructure. In the rebuilding
after the disaster of 1220 apparently but little effort was made
towards fully introducing the new style in vogue. In fact, it

is one of the most curious features of the whole of the details

of the building that all the work is behind the accepted con-

temporary types in the matter of architectural advancement.

Internally the one old arch remaining is, of course, more or

less semicircular, but the three new ones are pointed and con-

secjuently the string-course above them is carried at a higher
level. Over this string-course on the west side is an arcade of

pointed arches with slender shafts and foliated capitals. A
corbel composed of a fox's head carries the centre shaft.

Adtogether these form a graceful combination of sliafts,

' Winchester central tower fell 1107 ; I'-ly
central tower in 1321,
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corbels, and large bowtells with shaft-bases. Above is the

characteristic Norman billet string-course.

Bishop (iower's stage, above a string with the ball-ilower

ornament, contains on each face a tall two-light window,

I. \ I K \ I [>'\\ !. K

having pointed arches ojjcning U) a wall-passage, and exter-

nally a niche dm either side. The third storey (of Bishop

X'aughan, c. 1515) has a top-heavy effect and a most unusual

parapet, with polygonal angle-shafts and a set of eight pinna-
cles. There are at present three bells, and the one that is used

most and strikes from the clofk is outside fin the tower roof
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under a wooden diminutive belfry. There are two bells at the

west end on the nave floor. Apparently there was an octave in

the middle of the fourteenth century, when the bells were recast

and the largest was lost at sea. About 1690 there w^ere five

(some cracked), and in 1 748 the Chapter ordered that the four

large bells should be taken down as they were both useless

and dangerous, and in 1765 two were sold. The upper part
of the interior of the tower consists of an elaborate wooden

vault, which was raised by Scott and finely emblazoned. As
the roof of the tower must obviously have been raised at least

twice before, it seems hardly necessary for Scott to apologise-
{vide Report, 1869, Appendix) for doing so again. His success,

however, is very patent.
The South Side.—Beginning at the west end, the first

noticeable feature is the South Porch in the second bay, with

the parvise or first floor chamber. The inner doorway has

been, as Freeman '

justly says,
" one of the most magnificent

displays of ornament in the whole building . . . and, contrary
to the common rule, the original Norman doorway has given

way to a later successor. . . . The present doorway is Deco-
rated (Bishop Gower, 1328-47), without shafts, but with a

superb display of sculptured decoration, besides crockets and
the ordinary four-leaved flower. The arch is adorned with a

series of sculptures, which are sadly mutilated, but in which we

may still trace the familiar representation of the Root of Jesse.
The position, however, necessarily involves some singularities,

and, as in the better known example of the Dorchester window,
the genealogy is by no means easy to follow. The western

impost is occupied by what appears to be a figure of Adam,
with Eve issuing from his side

;
the other supports the recum-

bent figure of Jesse, from whom springs the branch, along
which the figures are introduced, somewhat after the manner
of the Norman medallions at Iflley. Some of the figures may
still be discerned reading at desks

;
David with his harp may

also plainly be seen, as well as a representation of the

Crucifixion. Over the apex is an effigy of the Holy Trinity,
with angels on each side bearing censers. The doorway has

pinnacles at the sides, but they are cut off by the vaulting of

the porch, which is plain quadripartite, springing from corbels,

'

J. & v., p. 54.
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among whicli we may observe the ornament called the mask,
the only example of that form to be found in the cathedral."

This porch is the work of (lower, and the peculiar mouldings
are readily traceable to the same artist who designed the rood-

screen. Scraps of the previous Norman doorway, which was
done away with by (lower, are still to be seen in the plinth.
At one time there were five steps in the porch, but these were
removed in 1885. Tlie entrance to tlie upper chamber (added
by \'aughan, c. 15 15) is obtained from the nave by a turret-

stair, and the room is now used as a clerk-of-work's drawing
office.

In 1849 Butterfield renewed the tracery of the aisle windows
as it originally was in Decorated times, but it is not very
attractive.

The (Clerestory is Norman, of aslilar work, and the windows,
are rather wide, stumpy, and round-headed, with flat pilaster-
like buttresses between each pair. But the restoration has

deprived the exterior of much of its interest, although one can

easily imagine that those of the next century will enjoy a very

pleasing contrast between the purples of the Caerfai buttresses

and the yellows of the window dressings, which are of Somer-
setshire oolite.

The South Transept still retains the outline of the arch of

the great south window which was blocked up when the four

existing Perpendicular windows of four lights each were
inserted. A double buttress supports the south-east corner
of the transept, and behind this is the present Chapter
House.
The East End.—The south Presbytery aisle was put into

proper repair at the time of the general restoration, and new
windows were inserted. The upper tier of windows at the

east end of the Presbytery have been well restored also by
Scott, and his own description

'

may well be given :

"In restoring the eastern arm of the eluueh, a question arose whicli,

though Inil slightly suggested in my first Report, grew upon my mind as

we proceeded to such a degree, that it was more than a twelvemonth
before I could make up my mind as to which course to take. The case
was this :

"This wall of the church had originally side walls, much lower than at

'

Report, 1869, p. 16.
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present, with a high-pitched roof, and was constructed with some view to
stone groining, though it is clear that this was never carried out, and was,
in fact, deliberately relinquished.
"The east end had two ranges of windows, three most magnificent

lights below and four above.

SOITII nooKw.w.

"
In liie lifteenlh century the high roof was taken off, (he side walls

rai.sed by the addilion of some six feet of dead wall, the gai)Ie lowered,
and a very flat, though handsome roof jilaced upon the walls liuis altered ;

at the same lime the upper tier of iancel windows was removed, all but tlu;

C
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outer jambs, and the space they occupied converted into a single window
in the Perpendicular style, with a very flat arch.
" Sometime later still the three great lancet lights below were walled up,

owing to the erection of Bishop \'aughan's chapel behind them.
"

Poinding that the dead wall, thus added to the sides, was ^perfect tnhie
of the debris of the ancient upper tier of windows, that the Perpendicular
window substituted for them was so decayed as to require renewal, and
that the timbers of the late and low-pitclicd roof were much decayed, it

was a tempting idea to restore this limb of the church to its ancient design,
and to add groining (if not of stone, at least of oak) as at first con-

templated ; while opposed to this was the judicious rule laid down by
Messrs. Freeman and Jones, the historians of the cathedral, that when
ancient alterations had become stereotyped as a part of an historical

monument, all change in them not included under the term restoration is

set down as to be in itself reprehended, only to be justified by special
circumstances, the burden of proving whose existence rests, in every
case, with the innovator.

" This rule would certainly demand the repair and retention of the later

rnnf, and even, at first sight, of the later window, and between these

conflicting views I for a considerable time oscillated, in a way which

may have appeared weak to others, and was certainly most painful to

myself."
I eventually took an intermediate course, which I think will be

admitted to be justified by the result.
" As regards the roof, though it was so bad as to necessitate its being

taken down, and though all its main beams (I think) but one had to be

renewed, the remainder, including much good carving and many armorial

bearings, was capable of reparation. As regards the original intention of

groining, I found unquestionable proofs that it had been relinquished, if

not by the original builders, yet certainly by the reconstructors after the
fall of the tower in 1220, for these builders had inserted niches just where
the vaulting would come. They had also erected the upper range of lancet

lights at the east end in a form incompatible with vaulting.
"These considerations led me at length to determine to relinquish the

idea of groining, and to return to my first intention of restoring the later

and existing roof.

"The case, however, was different with the upper east windows, for not

only was the later insertion so decayed as to demand renewal, but on

searching below its cill we found those of the original lights still in situ,
while on working the mine of di'dris which existed in the dead walls added
to the original sides, we found not only evidence sufficient to show the

precise design of the ancient eastern lancets, but sufficient to go a consider-
able «ay in reconstructing them with their own ancient materials, though
we found no details to enal)Ie us to complete either the high gable or its

flanking turrets.
"
While, then, I arrived at the conclusion that the fifteenth-century

roof should be restored, I also felt convinced that, as regards the lancet

lights, I had discovered just such special circumstances as would justify and
almost demand the restitution of their original forms.

" The design of the windows, thus reproduced from their original
materials after being for four centuries immured, is very excellent and
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interesting. Internally they form a continuous arcade, supported on little

clusters of light shafts, while externally
—the lights being narrow, and the

piers between them wide—the latter are occupied each by a double niche,

a fellow to which flanks either jamb, so that while the arcade within

consists of four arches, that without is formed of four g-ivups of arches,

making twelve in all—four being windows and eight niches. The details

of all are excellent ; unfortunately, however, the roof of Bishop \"aughan's

Chapel prevents the external group from being seen with any effect, though
within we have now, so far as the forms of the windows go, the ancient

arrangement ct.miplete, and a most effective and beautiful one it is.'

On the east wall of the tower the various weather-courses of

previous roofs are visible, which make a not unnatural appeal
to the imagination of the spectator. For the great defect of

the exterior generally is that the roofs are of such a very flat

pitch.
The Ruined Chapels -on the south King Edward's, on

the east that of Our Lady, on the north of St. Nicholas, and

the Ante-Chapel
—will be described later, as it is only by an

unfortunate cliance that they are now roofless (except the last),

and will, we hope, shortly be correctly regarded as part of the

interior if the proposed restoration takes place.

Not far from the east end of the Lady Chapel is the spring
which St. David is credited with creating. Giraldus ' has a

very pretty legend concerning this spring, which was known as

St. Mary's Well. It seems to have been of somewhat variable

quality, as its waters were sometimes changetl into milk and

at others into wine. Sir G. Scott, however, with scant respect
for its saintly origin, caused it to be drained !

The North Side is much the more interesting of the

two. After passing the chapels we come to a very curious

three-storied building, the roof of which is higlier tlian that of

the cathedral. On the ground-floor was the Chantry of St.

Thomas, now a vestry, entered from the east side of the north

transept, and above this the turret stair from the north aisle of

the presbytery leads to the old Chapter House, now the Library,

and above this again is a disused room, once the Treasury.

No parallel has yet been found for this remarkable building,

which Freeman (1856) very accurately describes thus :

^

"It is continued from the face of tlic north transoiM, which it slightly

exceeds in point of elevation. The external work is Deconited ; the east is

'

Giraldus, "\ita S. Dav." Ang. Sac. ii. 634. j.
\ '/J-
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flanked l)y two flat l)ullresse.s of ver)' sini^ular cliaracter, which arc ter-

minated by rich pinnacles, now mutilated. Equally singular is the buttress

dividing its two bays on the north side ; flat at the bottom, after its first

stage its projection becomes angular, and so runs up the whole height of

the wall, becoming much smaller in its upper portion ; its pinnacle is

quite destroyed (but is now restored). At the junction with the transept
a staircase is attached, in a singular and almost indescril)able way, to the

upper portion of the broad pilaster at the north-east corner of the transept.

. . . The east end has a very strange appearance, having three windows
over each other, and a niche, not unlike a window, above all ; that in the

third stage is a blocked spherical triangle (now restored). The lower part
nf the wall is of ashlar, the occurrence of which is so rare in the exterior

of this church ; the upper is of rubble, excepting the buttresses."

Butterfield is responsible for tiie large Decorated window in

the North Transept, and Scott raised the roof to its original

pitch and rebuilt the north-west angle turret. In the west

wall are two Transitional windows (but the northern one has

long been filled in), and above is a corbelled parapet.

Below, but at a lower level than the transept floor, is a door-

way to the cloisters, with a semicircular outer arch having a

solid tympanum and segmental head within. At a con-

temporary period half, and much later the whole, of this

entrance was built up, and in the recess thus formed was

placed a lavatory and drain.

The east wall of the cloisters connects St. Mary's College
with the north transept. An imposing view is obtained on

going through the door at the north-east corner of the cloisters.

We now see the north side of the nave, with flying buttresses

supported on huge masses of masonry, the ruins and graceful
tower of St. Mary's and, in the distance across the Alan, the

magnificent ruins of the episcopal palace.
The North Doorway (see p. 80) corresponds in position

to the south porch, and is a good example of a Transitional

(Norman to Early English) doorway, but it is much decayed.
The principal ornament is, like those in the arcade, a kind

of hybrid composed of the Norman chevron and tlie Early

English dog-tooth ornaments. There is a depressed arch to

this doorway, which, with other evidence, leads us to suppose
that it has been higher. Another feature which calls for

comment—it is the same in the arcade but in less marked

degree
—is that no matter what the size of the stone, a

complete y)art of the ornament has been carved upon it, thus

obtaining an irregular but not unpleasing effect.
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The present West Front is from ii design by Sir (!, (1.

Scott, who based it upon a drawing which he found in the

library of the Society of Antiquaries showing the church as it

was before Nash's alterations.

The illustrations on pages 2 and 7 show Nash's design of

1793, which seems to have received the sanction of the Society
of Antiquaries. The figures that appear in the first are Kishoi)

Jones, Professor Freeman, the authors of the best history of

St. David's, Dean Allen, and Sir G. (i. Scott. This execrable

composition was a hopeless conglomeration of Norman,
Decorated, and Perpendicular, with a couple of heavy-arched
buttresses, which were apparently standing as recently as 1887.'
The rebuilding of the IJ't'sf Fro)it was undertaken at a cost

of about X'4,000 as a memorial to Bishop Thirlwall, who first

seriously began to restore the church in 1864, and his statue

stands over the west door. The material is Caerfai stone from

the neighbouring quarries of Caerbwdy, and suffers from its

newness in appearance. In fact the design and the purple
stone combine to give the whole front a very heavy a[)pear-

ance, which only years of exposure to the sea air will partially

remedy.

'

King's
'

1 laiulljDdk," 1887, plan \i. 105.





CHAPTER III

THE INTERIOR THE NAVE

At the South Porch, by which the visitor usually enters,

the ogee-headed holy-water stoup should be noticed, and
a general view be made of the church, as it is most un-

usual and has a character all its own. The majority of

the work is that of Bishop Peter de Leia (ii 76-1 198), and
is therefore Transitional in character ; that is to say, it is at

the point of fusion between Norman and Early English. The

pointed arch of the latter is not yet adopted, but the round

(more or less) arch is still employed, probably in some degree
to avoid the greater height otherwise entailed, but the details

verge on the purity of the most refined Early English. De
Leia evidently intended sexpartite groining to form an internal

ceiling, but an earthquake and the fall of the tower doubtless

instilled caution—even if funds were forthcoming
—and the

project was never carried out. The exceedingly rich ceiling,

however, of Irish oak does not make one regret this circum-

stance, for its very bizarrerie and semi-arabesque character,

coming so closely in contact with the great Norman arches,
combine to make the interior of St. David's one of unusual

beauty. The more so, by contrast, on entering from the

almost bald exterior.
"
Possibly the circumstances which conduced to the lack oi

external ornament may have led its designers to counterbalance

this deficiency by a superabundance of internal decoration.

Certain it is that very few structures of the same si/e ecjual this

cathedral in richness and elaborateness of execution lavished

upon this portion of the interior. In fact, much of the

solemnity of a Romanescjue nave is lost, an effect which is

^3
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certainly far better produced by more massive proportions and

a greater extent of unadorned surface." '

But although we miss the characteristic massiveness of most

Norman naves, we also enjoy the freedom—which may fairly

\(>K\iA\ Ml \i- I wrni K !•.-( \K\i-, II I An I \i., h,A->ri:K\ rii':u i\

S. \A\K AKlAIlK. (Slc \i. 2J .)

be claimrd as llu' slruclural note of this inlLTior— Iichii llicir

allendant heaviness. In lad, llie very large s[)an of the arches

detracts from llie si/e of the piers, the actual l)ulk of whicli is

great.
'

J. \ I-., i>. 56.
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DETAILS OK TIER ARCHES.

(From J. & F,, p. 5<S.)

The details of the arcade are of an interesting character.

The piers are alternately round and octagonal (irregular), with

attached shafts at

the cardinal points.

Towards the aisles

the shafts are

clustered, being in-

tended for vaulting.

The plinths are

more varied than

is usual, but the

tongue of foliage,

which is a favourite

method of orna-

menting the space
caused by the

change from the

square to the
round or octagonal,
is here conspicuous

by only one ex-

ample, and that a

timid one on the

south side. The
bases are of c|uite

an Early English

type, with the usual

hollow, but the

capitals prove an

instructive study.
The most frequent

type of these is the

rather common
"
cushion," which

the Transitional
carvers have vivified

in the most exqui-
site way by, ap-

parently, experi-

menting with several forms of stiff-leaved foliage, some of which

approach more nearly to the classic type than is usual in this

CAR\Eli rWEIS AM) ARCII-OR \ AM KX'I'S I .\

HIE TRIFORUIM.

(Fidiii J. iS; F., 11. 5.S.)
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country, and least of all was it to be expected at the land's end of

Wales. On the south side towards the east is one of special

beauty, where one sees how the carver has treated the Norman
cushion cap as a boss on which to let his fancy play. The arches

are of exceptional richness and elaborately moulded towards the

nave—in fact, just as little of the Romanesque character as is

consistent with the Norman arch is retained. The western-

most arches, being narrower in span than the others, are

skilfully kept the same in height by being pointed, and the

details differ
;
which prompts the suggestion that I)e Leia,

finding his nave somewhat short in appearance, decided to

lengthen it by another bay, and was only confined by the river

Alan, which at the north-west corner even now runs quite close

to the foundations. A strong horizontal line is carried east

and west, close above the Norman hood-moulding, which,
combined with the great width of the nave and the huge span
of the arches, conduces towards the feeling of stuntedness

already noticed in the exterior.

The deeply recessed clerestory of round-headed windows is

curiously amalgamated with the triforium of couplets having

pointed arches
;

in the spandril between each of which
latter are elaborately decorated circles, some with a kind of

rude dog-tooth star and others with a kind of eternal inter-

lacing which looks something like an interwoven horseshoe

pattern. In other instances, as at Southwell Afinster, the

triforium absorbs the clerestory, but at St. David's it retains its

character and becomes a screen to the passage over the arcade.

The result is a very rich confusion. The amalgamation of

distinct members not only precludes either the usual appear-
ance of a church with or without a triforium, but the treatment
of the triforial arches themselves is clever without being

I)leasing (see illustrations, pp. 22, 24, 25). The arches which
enclose both the triforium and clerestory are again very rich,

and the ornamentation is carried down their whole length
without shafts or cap{)ings. Clustered shafts with the Norman
cushion capitals having square abaci receive the shafts of the

wooden ceiling.
Of the previous nave-roof we have no date, but very possibly

it may have resembled that at Peterborough or St. Alban's, as

something similar seems to have existed at Llandaff. The
present roof is generally accredited to the Treasurer, Owen
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Pole (1472-1509), and in all likelihood that of the choir may
be also.

_

'"This very singular, if not unique, structure is, in its construction,
suiiply a flat ceiling of timber laid upon the walls ; but, by some, certainly
unjustifiable, violations of the laws of architectural reality, such as are not
uncommon even in the stone roofs of that period, it is made to assume a
character wholly its own, and which it is very difticult to describe in an
nitelhgible manner. By the employment of vast pendants, which at the
sides take the form of overlapping capitals to the small shafts already men-
tioned, the ceiling appears to be supported by a system of segmental arches
ettecting a threefold longitudinal division of the roof, and crossed by a
similar range springing from the walls. Of course these arches in reality
support nothing, but are in fact borne up Ijy what appears to rest on them.

Notwithstanding this unreality and the marked inconsistency of the roof
with the architecture below, notwithstanding that its general character
would have been much more adapted to some magnificent state apartment
in a royal palace, still the richness and singularity of such an interminable
series of fretted lines renders this on the whole one of the most attractive
features of the cathedral. Both the arches themselves, and the straight
hnes which divide the principal panels, drip with minute foliations like
lace-work in a style of almost Arabian gorgeousness. It is much to be
regretted that this ceiling cuts oft" the top of the western arch of the lantern,
which at once spoils the eftect of the latter, and gives an unpleasant
appearance to the unfinished pendants of the ceiling, when seen from
behind, out of the choir. Still this very view of the roof, in which hardly
any other part of the nave is visible, is wonderful in the extreme "

([. & F.,
P- 59)-

Having noticed the details and their curious effects in the

nave, the observant visitor still feels that he has not fully

explained to his satisfaction the complete secret of its bizarre
effect. It only unfolds itself on measuring and levelling. The
whole nave floor slopes considerably

—more than two feet—
from east to west, following the natural fall of the ground, and
the arcades slope outwards respectively north and'south, and,
in consequence, their piers lengthen as one nears the west end.
A settlement, owing to the very wet site and bad foundations,
probably aided by an earth(iuake (i 248) and the unusual width
of the nave (for a Norman church) are enough to account for

these peculiarities : and the slo[)e of the nave floor .seems to
have been ])urposely so devised for the sake of drainage in

flood-time.

At the west end of the south aisle, on three octagonal
step.s, stands the Font, Its original shaft is missing. "The
marble base is octagonal, and rudely arcaded with sixteen

pointed arches, but no part is specially beautiful.
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The nave aisles do not call for any very special remarks.

At the east end of both will be seen traces of the

original vaulting, and on the north side the vaulting-

shafts are taller than on the south. Also on that side the

Perpendicular flying-buttresses are seen which make such a

strange show outside, where once was the cloister garth, with

their huge props. Speaking of the aisles generally. Freeman

says : "It must be remembered that none of these prepara-
tions for vaulting were ever carried into effect. This is, indeed,

no unusual phenomenon, yet there is certainly something

striking in so many designs for a stone roof being traced out

upon the same walls, and none of them being ever brought to

perfection. In the nave aisles it may perhaps be accounted

for by the strange and untoward shapes which the great width

of the pier arches compelled the lateral arches of the vaulting
to assume : it may have been found actually impossible to

vault the aisles either at this (1328-1347) or the earlier

Romanesque period. But this argument does not apply to

any of the other unfinished vaults in the church of whatever

date."

The interior of the west front has been as nearly as possible
restored to its former state, but has now no triforium passage.
There are a couple of tiers of windows over the original west

entrance. All the lights are round-headed and are set in a

Norman rear-arch.

Some of the nave piers still show traces of polychromatic
decoration. On the north and south sides, on the easternmost

pier but one, are the remains of some frescoes, as also on the

middle pier of the south arcade. lUU liishop ]''ield's white-

wash of 1630, which was removed about 1830 under the care-

ful superintendence of the \'en. Archdeacon Davies, doubtless

spoilt whatever beauty these mural decorations ever had.

It re([uires considerable discernment to distinguish very

clearly what the designs are, but i'reeman - made out that on

the third southern pier (from the east) is a representation of

the Blessed Virgin seated beneath a canopy. The figure is

within a vesica, vested in a cope and has a nimbus ; beneath
which is an inscription,

"
\'irgo Maria." Above is our Lord

and the emblems of the four Evangelists, and on the small

J. (.K; !., p. 161. -'

I'. \2 /
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attached shafts are figures of seven candlesticks, evidently

referring to the vision of St. John.'
On the south-east face there is a full-length crowned figure

of a king in plate-armour with the basanet and camaille,

holding a sword and standing under a canopy. On the left

arm is the initial H, which—the date of the plate-armour with

knee-caps and elbow-pieces corresponding
—has been taken to

denote Henry IV.

On the two other piers are achievements of arms which
Freeman 2 states to be "a banner bearing a bend, a shield

party per chevron, and a casque with crest and mantlings, the
crest being a head crowned."
The Rood Screen.—The elaborate rood-screen, which

separates the nave and choir, projects into the nave nearly
half a bay. A dais ^ of three steps in height occupies the

remainder of the bay. The entrance to the choir is vaulted in

two bays, and there are some very unusual flying groin-ribs,
which are shown in the illustration. The work is unmistak-

ably that of Bishop Gower (i 328-1 347), and was perhaps the

completion of the Decorated scheme which he inaugurated
throughout the fabric. On the sunny south side the tomb of

the Bishop gains by contrast with the heavy arch-shadow.
On the north side, facing the nave is a peculiarly flat and

shallow arcade in three bays, which formed a kind of reredos
to the altar of the Holy Cross—the piscina being on the north.

On the oblique side, facing north-west is a doorway with a

semi-octagonal arch leading to the roof and organ loft.

On the south side of the western bay are two tombs, and on
the north one, all of which will be described with the monu-
ments in the nave (see p. 71).
The backing to the screen was, when Freeman wrote, solid,

and he surmised, with some accuracy, what Sir G. G. Scott

found on his restoration of the screen. In Scott's words :
4

"
I mentioned in my first Report the massive stonework, some seven or

eight feet in thickness, which blocked the rood-screen, and which I suppose
to have been added to strengthen the tower piers. On examination this

was found originally to have been hollow, liut to have been filled up solid

for the purpose suggested. The entrance to the choir was through a roof

and uncouth archway in this vast wall, but on searching the contents of the

King's
"
Handbook," j). 123.

' P. 128.

Pronounced Dice locally.
"* J^ide Scott's Report, 1869.
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wall the dihn's was discovered of the original archway, and of the side

doorways into the hollow spaces. These details were found to be parts of

CKiilMNC, (II' ROOD SCRKKX, SMOWINC. 'Illi: I lA'INd K I US.

a beautifully t;roiiie(l space, closely resemblint; the existing archway through

the rood-screen, and forming a second, though varied, bay of that beautiful
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entrance. We have been enal)le(l to reconstruct tliis feature, using the old
remains so far as they would go. This beautiful addition to the choir was
wholly beyond anything I had anticipated."

In the Couipufits under 1492 i.s an entry recording that the

sum of 100 shillings
' for materials for a work which would

seem to be for the blocking up of the screen, and no doubt the
constant trouble arising from the weakness of the western
tower arch rendered some such course imperative.

In De Leia's time,, or rather later, the screen probably stood
between the tower piers, as the bases of their eastern responds
are raised above those of the nave and suggest an earlier

screen and its platform. And it is not unlikely that the

pleasing incongruity of the western side of the screen is due to

the retention of some portions of earlier work. There are two

steps to the first bay of the screen, and on the second stand

the wrought-iron gates (1847), and to the second bay there are

three more steps before we reach the level of the choir.

Gower's characteristic ornaments and mouldings are somewhat

lavishly bestowed about the screen, and doubtless his statue

was intended to stand in the niche on the south side towards
the nave above the curious aperture fitted with intersecting

tracery. For a description of the tombs, see p. 7 1 .

Along the length of the screen runs an oak cove cornice—
possibly Butterfield's work—copied from an existing piece
which is original. The arches are fitted with late Perpendicular
tracery, very white in appearance, and the springers of the

vaulting seem not to have been completed. The groining
has now been finished and an oak cornice added, and on the

rood-screen is the organ. In 1571 30-9. seems to have been

paid for taking down the rood-loft, but it is now almost

impossible to be sure what precisely this meant.-

The views north, south, east, and west are well worth the

little walk on to the organ-loft level. \'arious details are well

seen from this height, notably the interior of the tower, the

nave-roof, and the general arrangements and fittings of the

choir.

The Organ. —The present organ and case can hardly be

^ " Et sol pro factura muri in Solaris Ste. Cyencis calce & lapid'
& aliis neriis ad idem opus pertinent, ut palet per liillam inde examinat,
loo.f."—Lib. Conuii. vol. i., p. 24.

' Lib. Com., vol. i., p. 47.
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described as things of

beauty, though in point
of tone the instrument
is undoubtedly strong,

yet sweet. It was
built by Messrs. Willis

in 1883, and is alinost

entirely new. Like the

organ at ^Vinchester,
it used to occujjy the

north lantern arch,
and was re-erected

there in 1843 by
Lincoln of London,
but the present instru-

ment stands on the

rood-screen, care

being, however, taken

that it should obstruct

as little of the view-

as possible. 'i"he

tubular pneumatic
system has been here

adopted, and there

are three manuals.

A few points con-

cerning the previous

organs may be of in-

terest, as it is not un-

usual to neglect this

branch of arch;eology.

According to tradition

the present position
of the organ is the

(jriginal one. Browne
Willis' .says: "The
Organ, before the Re-

bellion Stootl in the

Rood-Loft, under tlie

' "A Survey
London, 1717.

Mil, Kui)|)-s<KK1-;N AM) OKC.AN.

ivid'.s'' (I715),tlic Cathedral Clnircli ol Si. 1) i>\n,

D
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IVes/ Arch, and kic'd the AUar ;
it is now rcniuved to the

N'orth Arch : It is a new one, and those that are Judges,

say, a pretty good one." This amusing criticism gives further

evidence to the notion that Browne A\'ilhs did not visit the

church before—or at any rate very recently before—he wrote

his interesting but somewhat unreUable Httle survey, which

has now become very rare in any form. The items—" Et

Sol Willo Warryn organizanti 40"," and "
to y' m' of y"

children for keeping of
y'' organs and teaching of y"

([uoristers, ^10," and others from the Liber Communis, imply
the existence of an organ in 1490, 1492, 1557 and 1565.
In the last year the magnificent sum of 6d. was spent on

two stoj)S
"
for

y'' great organs," from which we may infer

that our organs of to-day are far larger than in 1565. . At

any rate some small organ might easily have stood under

the western arch of the tower, although this arch was then

built up as it
"
fac'd the altar." '

"Probably ihu Iradilioii of ihc organ haviiii; sicmd lliere, led I^rowne

Willis to suppose that the arch had been recently buiU uj). However this

may be, there are strong signs of its having occupied that position sulise-

cpiently to the erection of the wall. The balustrade which surmounts the

canopies of the stalls projects at this point, as if to give greater room for a

small organ ; and the door which pierces the wall, and is apparently
c-oeval with it, is not set in the centre, where it would have interfered with

the organ, but near the northern pier of the arch. This seems to have been

the usual place of the organ in nur churches, and to have been retained

from the mere force of habit to the present time, when, from the greater
size of our instruments, it is far less convenient." -

A new organ was built in 1581
— " ad usum divini servitii "- —

but was ruined in the great rebellion.^ The ever-interesting

Manby, however, gives another account, by which the organist,

hearing some rebel discussing the demolition of the organ,

and fearing that he might lose his position, dropped a stone

from the loft and killed a Roundhead, ail
"
aids-ducamp."

The organist fled and thus diverted attention from his instru-

ment, having found a hiding place in the great bell by

holding on to the clapper \ This same bell the rebels stole,

but their vessel was wrecked off Ramsey Sound, and the

Browne Willis, p. 8.
-

j. ^V 1'.. p. 94.
3 Manby's "History and Antieputies of ihe Parish of St. Dn-id's,"" 1801,

pp. 20, 30.
" Mens. Sac," vol. i.

, p. 23.
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superstitious still say that the tolling of this bell presages a

great storm !

It is clear there was an organ in 1691, as Precentor Ellis,
in his answer to Bishop Watson's Visitation Articles, says :

"
I answeare that we have an Organ, hut out of order, for how

long I doe not remember."

Early in the eighteenth century Bernard Schmidt, the

celebrated builder of that in St. Paul's Cathedral, constructed
an organ as the result of an order of the Chapter (1695),
by which ^10 was, for five years, to be set apart "out
of the allowance to the Master of the Fabric'"; and in 1698
each canon was ordered to advance ^"10 towards the new
organ, for which the canons had expressed a great desire.

A very interesting comnuinication from Archdeacon Davies
to Archdeacon Vardley, of August 3, 1740, gives further

particulars :

"What I'ailicular time y^' new Origan was set up here, I cannot be

positive, fnit do believe, from
y"^^ accounts, it must be in the year 1704 or

1705. What Exact Sum it stood y^ Chapter In, I cannot for certain say,
but am apt to think, from Various Items in various \'ears picked up about
il, in their Accounts it couhl not be less, including all Charges, than

^300, whatever More; and in a very little lime after it was set up, they
were at a Considerable Expense in repairing it again, after it had i)een

damaged Ijy a Storm, wliich uncovered y' very" part of
y"-"

Roof of
y>-'

Church under which it lay, and exposed it to
y^' Rain and

y'' open Sky ;

and they were obliged to have an Organ Builder (down from London I

think) al a great ICxpense to put things to rights again."
Upon looking over some loose Tapers in

y*-'
Chest at St. David's, I

have found these ReceiiJls from Mr. Bernard Smith of London, Organ
liuilder (who made this Organ at St. David's) for

y'^ Summe of ^290 paid
to Him only upon that Account. So that when y^ Charge of bringing it

down, y'^ Necessary workmanship here, and other articles relating to it are

put together, I dare say, before it could be comi)leatly set up, y'^ Expense
was much nearer to ^402 than ^300."

'

This organ sceius to have been used till that consisting of
a choir organ :uid swell was put up by Lincoln in 1843 (as

already noted), and the old case "of Norway oak"- was
re-used. Six of the present stops are Father Smith's originals.-^

In the present restoration this organ was removed, and, to

the very great discredit of all concerned, the splendid case

'

J c\; E., p. 95.
" Mens. .Saa," vol. ii., Appendix, fol. 54.

- " Mens. .Sac," \<)l. i., |). 23.
3 " (aiidc tn Si. David's," iVc, T. J. I'.i\anl, iSob, i2mo, p. ^q.
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with carvings if not actually by, certainly worthy of, Orinling

(iibbons, was allowed to be broken up. A few of the best pieces
were recently put together and a neat organ-screen constructed

for the Church of St. Martin, Haverfordwest. A brief list of

organists will be found on p. 95.

TUK I'RESBVTERY IN 1S56.

Drawn hv 7. //. I.c k'ciix {from yours t Frrriiiiiii).

THE CHOIR AN I J TRANSEPTS.

On passing through the rood-screen up five steps from the

dais the choir is reached, which affords one of the most
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pleasing prospects in the cathedral. This view gains by

comparison with the nave because of the latter's over-intricacy,

which complication is avoided in the choir by the absence of

a triforium. There are four Transitional bays of very good

proportions, if we except perhaps a tendency to heaviness in

the alternately round and octagonal piers. Here we have—
what the nave-bay design so much wants —strong vertical

lines in the clustered shafts. The Transitional vaulting shafts

stop a little above the string over the arcade, and continuing
them are slender Decorated ones with elaborate capitals. The

clerestory lights (also Transitional) are beautifully detailed

with a bold kind of chevron.

The east end is one of the finest pieces of Norman blending
with h^arly English in the cathedral, or, for the matter of that,

in the kingdom. It is composed of three lancets below and

four above. Sir (1. i). Scott having restored it to the state in

which it was after the rebuilding of 1220, consequent upon
the fall of the tower, except that Bishop \'aughan's Chapel
has made it desirable that the three lower lights should not

be open as they originally were. They are now filled with

mosaics.

In the fifteenth century, when the Perpendicular window

was inserted, the stonework of the previous wall and upper
tier of lights was used for heightening the side walls. Mnding
these walls to be a mine of the d/-/>n's of the earlier windows,

and the Perpendicular window in a bad state of decay, Scott

determined to replace the old work.

After the fall of the tower the rebuilders were astonishingly

conservative in their avoidance of novelty. It cannot have

been from any want of ability, and we incline to the belief

that it was the result of a genuine desire to make the new

work harmonise with that in the nave and, by re-using a certain

amount of old material, to relieve a possibly not overflowing

excheciuer of a larger disbursement. In ihe fifteenth century

the steep-pitched roof of cradle-pattern, marks of which remain

on the tower, was removed, the gable lowered, and the walls at

each side raised about six feet. A roof of very flat pitch (as

now) and the Perpendicular east window were added.

Finally, when Bishop \'aughan added his chapel behind the

cast end the lower lancets were walled up. During the Civil

\\'ar the lead was stripped from the aisle roofs and the main
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arcades of the presbytery were filled up by walling, and the

huge props to the roof were inserted which appear in Free-

man's view. The eastern windows are deeply recessed, and
the banded shafts have caps of stiff-leaved foliage, and angels
form the termination to the hood-moulding. Just below the

cills is an early example of an embattled band, almost Clreek

in its severity, and beneath this again are numbers of inter-

secting semicircular arches with a ball ornament.

After four centuries of immurement the upper range of

lights are restored to their former arcaded glory, behind the

graceful shafts of which runs a passage. The restored portions
are readily recognisable by their being made of oolite, whilst

the original stones are all of purple Caerfai. These windows

are now filled with stained glass by Hardman, the gift of the

Rev. J. Lucy. The subjects are the Last Supper, Gethse-

mane, the Transfiguration, and the Nativity. The large lower

lancets are filled with mosaics by Salviati, which are good of

their kind. They form a fixed reredos, and were also part of

a memorial by the Reverend John Lucy, Rector of Hampton
Lucy, \\'arwickshire, to his ancestor, William Lucy, I>isho[) of

St. David's, 1660- 167 7. The designer of the mosaics as

well as the glass above was Powell, of Hardman's glass works

in Birmingham.

"The sul)jects are—in the central window, the Crucifixion, with the

attendant figures of the Virgin and St. John ; the Magdalene kneels at the

foot of the cross. In the side windows are full-lengths of ' Ecclesia
'

and 'Synagoga,' the Christian Church and the Jewish. In a predella
below the central mosaic is a representation cif the brazen serpent, with

figures of Moses and Aaron. Below the others are—St. David distributing

alms to the poor, and St. David addressing the Synod of Llandew i Hrefi.

Each of the larger subjects has a rich architectural canop} , and a hmad
border of very beautiful design surrounds the whole. . . .

"
Immediately under the Crucifixion are the words,

' Ecce Agnus Dei,

ecce qui tollit peccata mundi '

; and below again, within an arcade of three

arches are the brazen serpent, Moses, and Aaron—one bearing his rod, the

other his 'rod that budded.' Under the figure of Ecclesia is St. David,
in a grey monastic robe, bestowing alms. Under Synagoga, he is address-

ing the Bishops at Brefi. . . . He stands in the centre, while the Bishops
are seated round, with a white robed Abbot in the foreground."'

'

The golden ground which hacks the mosaics sets off advan-

'

King's
" Handbook," p|). 143, 144.
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tageously ihe delicate garb and pale flesh-tinting of the

principal figures. The borders and other ornaments are rich

and varied in colour ;
and considering that the east end of the

presbytery is somewhat dimly lit, it was unquestionably desir-

able that the designs of the mosaics should be firm in drawing.

The heads are perhaps the best part, which is no small

achievement, being as a rule the worst executed. The effect

of the mosaics, with their shimmer of gold, and solemn figures

lighting up the dark wall of the sanctuary, is by no means bad,

and, moreover, they harmonise with the deep hues of the

surrounding stonework. There is a pleasing fitness, too, in

the " Old coat
"
of the Lucys being placed in the pavement of

the presbytery, and stained glass above- a memorial no less

of the former Bi.shop than of the giver of these handsome

decorations.

Under the central recess on a brass is :

"In honorcm Dei, el in niemoriam (iulielmi Lucy, S.T.I'., luijus Ixclcsiiv

Cathe(lrali.s regnantc Carolo .Secundo, pra-ciari episcopi ; lias iiictin-as

murales el fcn'eslras supcrne piclale adduclus, dat dedical Ji>liannes Lucy

per nuillos annos Ilaniptoni Luci Reclor, A.D. 1S71.""

The panelled roof of the presbytery is of flat pitch, and dates

from the period of Owen Pole's treasurership (1472-1509), to

whom also that same feature of the nave is attributed. Scott

restored the ancient decorations, ignoring that of the seven-

teenth century, when he was forced to repair and largely

renovate the much-decayed beams, iVc. The beams are so

large that considerable difficulty was experienced before suit-

able oaks could be found
;
these were eventually procured

from Salop, Radnor, Hereford, and the Forest of Dean. The
main bosses are richly blazoned with shields and gilt, and the

armorial bearings include those of Bishop Robert Tull\
( i4C)i-

(1481), Bishop Richard Martyn (1482-1483), and those of

I^dmund, Earl of Richmond, impaling Lady .Margaret,

freeman says'
" the arms of Tiilly and Martyn occurred

also in the clearly contemporary iijjper east window.'" If this

was contemporary glass we trust it has been carefully preserved.

The entr\- in 1490, which is repeated in 1492,
"

I'>t sol 9^, 4''.

1)" Oweno Pole .M"' operis ad usfi fabricia.' per venerabile

|. \ !•'., 1). 16
.)•
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patrem Robertu nuper Menev. Epum per suas litteras patentes

assignat,"
' seems to imply an annual payment, and that pro-

bably this roof was completed soon after this date. The
colouring is rather bright in black, white, and red, and the

ornaments are on a ground of yellowish white. The shields

adorn their original positions, and those not mentioned above
are France and England quartered, I'.dward ^^, Richard III.,

Henry VII., Rhys ap Tudor, Bishop (lomeg, and that assigned
to Rhodri Mawr, King of Gwynedd, killed 877. The corbels

receiving the walling shafts had lost their decorations, and
Scott re-blazoned them with the arms of the Bishop, Dean,
Canons, and Archdeacons of 1864.^
The rise from the choir to the eastern bay containing the

altar is of four steps.' The tiles in the presbytery are excel-

lent examples of fifteenth-century encaustics in the usual

red-brown and yellow, set diagonally. Some are, of course,

modern, and these are good copies of the old ones, which are

decorated with the arms of Edward III., the Berkeley and

Beauchamp families, and the Tudor rose. Near the sedilia

are some ancient bordering tiles. From the continual repe-
tition of the Berkeley arms Freeman traces these encaustics

to the celebrated Malvern factory.
•

On the second step of the presbytery, and at about its

centre, is a squared mortice. This may have received the

stem of the reader's lectern, which was distinct from those

often found in the nave. It may possibly have received even
the processional cross or the cross which Alcuin tells us was

placed in this position on (lood I'Viday to be kissed by both

the clerics and the laity.

The altar slab of grey sandstone and its supports of oak are

new. These are kept clear of the east wall, as there is a

peculiar opening into Bishop Vaughan's Chapel just behind.

A description of this will be found on p. 62. On the floor

near the altar and behind it are placed sundry altar slabs

brought from disused altars. One of these (to the south),

being only 14^ inches by 9 inches, is let into a larger stone.

It is marked with the usual quintette of crosses and seems to

be a picked piece of Caerfai stone in fine state, from which we

' " Lib. Comm.," vol. i., p. 15, nn. 1490.
- Vide Appendix.

^ Vide Plan, at cud. »
J. & F., p. 129.
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may infer that it probably was used as an " altare portabile."

In the history of St. David we read of one of these altar stones

rilK I'AKll.OSK SlKKKN, K. SlUK.

which was presented to him liy the Patriarch of Jerusalem.

King suggests' that this stone may have been a
" seal" for

a reiiquary or receptacle for altar relics, and if so, this one and

Ihindhi) p. 147.
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that recently unearthed in the Jesus Chapel of Norwich
Cathedral are the only known ones extant. -

The woodwork in the choir has many points of interest,

notably the Parclose Screen, which is unique. It divides

the presbytery and choir, and serves to emphasise the ancient

three-fold ritual arrangement of nave, choir, and presbytery.
Freeman considers the position of this screen very remarkable
"in this country at least," and the only churches with analo-

gous indications that he can instance are Malmesbury and
I)orchester. These divisions were usually well marked in large

churches, but not with an actual screen. In the middle of the

fourteenth century the parclose seems to have been moved to

make room for Bishop Morgan's throne, but as it always occu-

pied a corresponding position, it is not unlikely that we here

lind a very ancient tradition in the church of St. David's.

Apart from its position, however, the screen itself is not

particularly noteworthy. The style is Decorated, verging
towards Perpendicular. The upper part is open and filled

with sexfoiled tracery, and the lower is, as usual, panelled.
The centre is devoted to a wide entrance, and at different dates

three others have been pierced.
The Stalls are inscribed as follows :

'

South Keturx.
1. Decanus.
2. Arch'' Meneue.

3. P. I.Ian Dewi.

South Sn)E.

4. 1'. Cursalis.

5. P. Treflod".

6

7. \'ic' Episcop.
S. P. Cursalis.

9. P. Cursalis.

10. P. Cludeu.
II

12. P. Caer-Farchell.

13. Arch'' Carmar".

14. Cancellarius.

The constructional arches

throughout, with an occasional

North Returx.

15. Prrecentor.

16.

17-

Arch'' Brecon.

P. S'i x\icholi.

North Side.

P. Langan.
P. Cursalis.

It

19.

20
21. Succentor.

22. P. Cursalis.

23. P. Cursalis.

24. P. Caer-Fai.

25
26. Arch'' Cardig'.
27. P. Aurea.
28. Thesaurarius.

in the transepts are pointed
decorative circular arch, but arc>

j.
.V I''., pp. 84-85.
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much plainer than those in the nave and clioir. "The pecuHar
character of the more slender shafts has freer scope than in

.\K( II HKIWKIA IIIK S. IKANSKI'T AM) ( lUHk AISI.K.

the nave and choir, where a more massive pier is employed ;

we may observe the general omission of the neck-moulding
and the use of the ogee keel as at Llandaff. The latter is here
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applied very cariously, being, in several members, doubled and
set laterally, the effect of which is by no means pleasing,

though it may have had some influence on the architecture

of the period."
'

The transepts are approached from the nave—not, as is

usual, through an open arch, but through original Transitional

doorways. The wall whicli contains these doors effectually
cuts off the view from the transept to the nave, and also serves

UOUlil.E l'ISCI.N,\, ST. THOMAS S CI 1 A I'KI ..

somewhat to make the contrast between the elaborate nave
and the rather bare transepts less marked.

The Chapel of St. Thomas the Martyr, north of the

north transept, and the buildings above form one of the many
unique points of St. David's. On reference to the ground-plan
it will be seen that this remarkable building is placed at an

unexpected angle, the reason for which is not apparent and
remains unexplained.
The year of the fall of the tower— 1220— was also that in

which the body of St. Thomas, the martyred primate of

Canterbury, was translated from the crypt of Canterbury
'

J. & K,p. 65.
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Cathedral to the choir. St. David's, in coininon with many
other great churches, determined to dedicate a chapel to his

memory. In 1329 this chapel was probably remodelled, when
Sir R. Symonds gave his manor of St. Dogmell to secure two

chaplains to celebrate daily mass for his soul and his wife's at

the altar of St. Thomas. It- has the only original completed
Decorated vaulting in the building (except the south porch),
and two stages were added above, making the building taller

than the transept and giving the remarkable external effect

seen from the north-east. The chapel has served as a chapter-
house, library, and vestry, and on its south side has a very
beautiful double piscina, in character purely Early English.
The trefoiled heads are characteristically moulded and the

spandrils richly carved, one with stiff-leaved foliage, another

with a bird and foliage, and the third represents a fight
between a man and a devil wiiich is trying to devour
another man. This piscina is interesting, apart from its

beauty, as showing that the luirly I'^nglish architects could

work purely in that sl)ic when they desired, and that in all

probability their use of Transitional detail was prompted by
their artistic sense and desire to make their work harmonise
with their predecessors'. The vaulting rises from octagonal
shafts with round flowered caps, and the bosses at the crossing
of the ribs arc elaborate. One t-oiUains tlic head of our

Eord, and aiujther a similar subject, but the Head censed

by angels.
The storey above was the original Chapter House, later the

Orammar School, now the Library. I'his position is, we

think, unicjue for a chapter-house. It is very plain and has

a medi;eval recessed closet; also a fine Decorated fire])lace

(and in it a most unworthy stove), which is ob\iously the

work of (lower, as it is almost precisely similar to one in the

residential part of his palace over the river. riicie are also

some I'^arly I'^nglish bracket capitals, one lolialed and the

other with the nail-head, pr()i)ably to carry lights. On the

cill of the ncjrth window is a fragment from the old organ-case,

showing how well it was worthy of being, at any rate, attributed

to ( Irinling ( Jibbons.

I'he room above this (tiiird stage) was used as the 'i'reasury,
but is not of any great interest.

Scott did away with an unsightly tem[)()rai} wuotlen stair
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leading to the chapter-house from the transept, and re-used the

original entrance from the north choir aisle
;
but we do not

consider the present arrangement very satisfactory, as it still

has a temporary appearance.
The Throne (Bishop Morgan, 1496 1505) stands on the

south side of the choir, and is a peculiar structure, rendered

the more puzzling by being a blend of Decorated and Perpen-

dicular, judging by the detail. If the 1 )ecorated parts, however,

are not of that i)eriod, they are copied from similar work on

the parclose screen. There are three seats, the centre being
the liishop's, and the others probably for the Canonici Col-

laterales. Above are innumerable crocketed canopies, pin-

nacles, pediments, &c., terminating in a kind of open spire.

The total height is little short of thirty feet.

At the time of the restoration of the tower all the woodwork
in the immediate vicinity had necessarily to be removed, and

under Scott's direction was extensively repaired,
" the greatest

care being taken to preserve the ancient work as nearly

untouched as possible." 1

The Sedilia are of a pleasing Perpendicular design, with a

cornice in oak of a peculiar white colour, which leads one to

suppose that they were once coloured. The canopy work and

coved cornice are better in detail and general design than

those of the stalls. The buttresses which divide the seats are

pierced with tracery, and are surmounted with crocketed

pinnacles.
The oaken stalls—like almost all the woodwork in the choir

—belong to the Perpendicular period, and were erected during
the episcopate of P.ishop Tally (1460-14S0). They have plain

arms, but the return stalls and those of the Chancellor and

Treasurer are decorated with grotesque heads. The misereres

are also conct;ived in a serio-humorous vein, some, indeed, being

very unusual, the monks l)eing represented as suffering from

inal dc mcr and crai)ula. One carving exhibits a cowled fox

offering the wafer to a goose with a human head, which

Freeman thinks may have some bearing on the religious

controversy of the time.' He also regards the cowled fox

as "the carver's version of the proverb 'Cucullus non facit

monachum.' "

'

J. eV F., p. S6.
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TIIK SKI )1 1. 1 A.

The decanal stall was formerly assigned to the Bishop as

Dean, and accordingly inscribed Dom. JC/^'i., hut when the
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Precentor in 1S40 assumed the title of Dean ' this was changed.
It will be observed that the seats of most dignity are the

extremes, and the western end and southern side take prece-
dence. As in the arrangement of stalls which existed in the

colleges of Abergwili and Llanddewi Brefi, founded by Bishop
Beck in this diocese, the Bishop's Vicar (Subdean) sits on the

decanal side, and the Subchanter in a similar position on the

Precentor's side.

The delicate silver altar-cross was designed by Mr. T. G.

Jackson, and is a choice addition to the cathedral plate. The
east end hangings are at once recognisable as one of the

happiest of Mr. Bodley's exquisite designs.

THE SHRINE OF ST. DAVID.

This shrine, which is, and always has been, one of the most

important in the country, occupies a very modest position
in the presbytery, viz., the third bay from the east on the north

side. It is, however, rather a base and a frame for a movable

feretrum, for we know it was carried to battle. Although the

shrine of Edward the Confessor at Westminster and St. Thomas
a Beckett at Canterbury

—to mention two great instances—
were placed behind the high altar with much dignity and
with plenty of room for pilgrims to circulate, yet it seems
most likely that the somewhat extraordinary position of the

shrine of the patron Saint of ^^'ales is due to a retention of

an ancient British custom.^ The tombs of St. Trilo and St.

Dubricius rest in similar places in Llandaff Cathedral, and
that of St. Ninian at Whitherne, in Galloway, occupies an
identical position. On the other hand, Dr. Rock 3 writes : "I
cannot bring myself to think that the shrine stood anywhere
but behind the high altar, in its full dignity and splendour ;

"

which, however, has not been the case, certainly since the

fifteenth century, as the stone altar stood against the east wall

of the presbytery.
We are inclined to think that the monks divided these

relics, which were so infinitely precious that kings came to

venerate, and that some were kept in a movable shrine or

feretory, and that the remainder were shown in a recently

'

3 & 4 Vic, c. 113, S I. Vide also p. 94.
-

J.& F., p. 105.
3 " Church of Our Fathers," vol. iii., p. 473.
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discovered recess behind the high altar/ Probably these are

the same rehcs which were found in the lower part of the

recess run with mortar and formed into a solid mass, evidently
to prevent desecration. The relics have been extracted and
are carefully preserved in the cathedral.

vSt. David, whom Walcott -

gives as Bishop from 519-542
(when he presumably died), was canonised by Pope Calixtus II.

(Guido of Vienne) 3 1119-1124, and judging by the numerous
Edwardian coins found in the neighbourhood the shrine

attained the height of its celebrity during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. Bishop Gower was thus able to build

his magnificent palace as a hostelry for the many distinguished

pilgrims. Amongst the kings who paid homage to St. David
were William I. in loSi,-* when he subdued Wales, and this

shrine doubtless formed in some sense a common bond
between conquerors and conquered ; Henry II., on his way
to and from Ireland (1171-1172) when he gave inter alia two
velvet copes

"
for the singers in serving God and St. David," s

and it was while waiting here for a fair wind that Henry is

reported to have learnt from a bard that King Arthur was
buried in the Isle of Avalon ; whilst the last royal visit re-

corded is that of Edward I. and Queen Eleanor in 1284.^
It appears that the remains of St. David's confessor, St.

Justinian, were translated from Porthotinan, near St. David's,
to a new' tomb in the cathedral in which he himself was also

subsequently interred. ^ But it is not clear at what date the

relics were translated to a movable feretory. However, it is

certain that it was portable, as in 1086 it was stolen and

'

See/^iV, pp. 61, 62.
- McKenzie Walcott's "

St. David's," p. 17, and "Anglia Sacra," vol. ii.,

p. 640.
^ Two other doings by this Pope are worthy of passing notes, (i) Being

a Frenchman, he was the first to make France a traditional ally of the
Roman .See. (2) He concluded the celebrated Concordat of Worms,
1 122, by which the rights of the Roman Church in relation to the Crown
were defined.

* Given as 1079 in
"
Anglia Sacra," p. 649.

5 " Brut y Twwysogion, sub annis." Haddan and Stubbs, vol. i.,

P- 377-
'^ "

Anglia Sacra," p. 651 ;

" Annales Camhrix'," in ann. 1284.
' "St. Justinianus martir 5 die decembris in vigilia Sancti Nicholai ;

jacet in capella in ecclesia .Sancti David sub ejus tumba, confessor Sancti
David."—Itinerarium Willielnii de /ri7;r«V;r (Nasmyth, 1778, p. 164).
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despoiled.* In spite of William of Malmesbury definitely

stating that the relics were transferred to Glastonbury in 946,^

they were still in their place when Henry H. made his

pilgrimage, and a century later (1275) we find Bishop Richard

de Carew building a new shrine which agrees with the general
architectural character of the existing structure.' But we find

that the relics, or some of them, were inclosed in a portable
shrine long after this. An Extent of the Bishop's lands made in

the year 1326 informs us that the burgesses of St. David's were

bound to follow the Bishop in time of war with the shrine of

St. David for one day's journey in either direction, * and under

a statute of Bishop Nicholas the chantry priests were enjoined

to carry the shrine in procession on the instructions of the

precentor or president of the Chapter.5 Yet the evidence ^

of those who certainly saw the shrine before the Reformation,

convinces us that this structure is the same that anciently

bore the name, and, as Freeman ^
says,

" the term feretrum,

in spite of its etymology, was continually applied to stand-

ing shrines, as, for instance, to the celebrated shrine of St.

Cuthbert at Durliam." By a statute^ of Bishop Beck, 1287,

recited and confirmed by Bishop (lower in 1342, three officers

are directed to take charge of all things given or left
"
tarn ad

fabricam, (juam ad Feretrum, sive caput."'

The style of the shrine is luirly JMiglish merging towards

Decorated. The base extends from pier to pier of the third

arch from the east on the north side of the presbytery.

On this are three low chamfered and ])ointed arches, about

12 inches high, and four deeply sunk (luatrefoils occupy the

spandrils ; the recesses beneath the arches are also about

12 inches in depth and backed with a stone wall. 'I"he outer

{[uatrefoils are merely ornamental, but the two central ones

communicate with lockers at the back for offerings. Above

these arches is a flat tal)le, restored in many places, on

which rested the niii\able rcrcldiN' and which also bears

' .\nn(. M l.WW I. Sciiiiiuni Sanrli Diivid dc ICcclesia sua luialor,

iV juxta civilalcm ex Inlo spoliaUir."— Aiii^lia Saaa, vdl. ii., \\. ()4<).

-
dale,

"
Scriplores," vol. xv., ji. 299.

' ".Anno MCCLXW. IncupUnn fiiil t'enliuni Ikali David in Kcclcsi;i

Menevensi. "-.///. Sac, p 651.
••
" Mens. Sac.,"" vol. 1., pj). 255-257.

"
Lil). Slat.,"' p. 299.

'- "Browne Willis' Survey,"' p]). S4-55. anil O9.
'

j. cV F., p. 105.
« "Lib. Slat.," p. 24.
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the principal structure of three arches and round shafts.

The capitals are rather Early English in character, as are

the heads ' at the junctions of the arches, but the crocketed

hood-moulding and label running across the archway are

most undesirable Perpendicular additions. The arches con-

tained frescoes on the wall at the back. According to

Browne Willis,-
"

.SV. David himself is painted in his Ponti-

ficalibus ; and on each side of him is a Bishop Saint
;
one

by the Inscription is known to be St. Patrick (to the west) ;

the other is somewhat defac'd." It is a figure in episcopal
attire and said to be St. Denis. He goes on to say that the

whole was formerly surmounted by a wooden canopy
—" a

fair Arch of Timber work painted
"—and marks of this

remain. The back—towards the north choir aisle—is sup-

posed to be imperfect. It has three low rounded arches,

the centre being the widest, and over each was a chamfered

quatrefoil, and between these were two rather high niches.

A string runs round the each opening, but does not run along
the base of the quatrefoils. ()uite recently stones were to be

seen in the pavement hollowed by continual friction with the

knees of the pilgrims. Undoubtedly this shrine suffered when
the presbytery arcade was walled up owing to the collapse of

the aisle roofs, but now that all is dry and in good repair the

three saints might well be repainted.

THE SHRINE OF ST. CARADOC.

Often mistaken for, somewhat similar to, and of about the

same date as, the shrine of St. David, is that of St. Caradoc

on the south side of the north transept (dedicated to St.

Andrew), where he was buried by his own express wish near

the altar of St. Stephen. He died in 1124, and at the instance

of the historian Giraldus was canonised by Pope Innocent III.^

The tomb consists of a round arch, with a stone shelf below

supported by a wall in which are two pointed arches and a

couple of quatrefoils chamfered inwards. Above the arch

is a small portion of wall containing some air-holes. It has

been suggested that as this transept has been dedicated to St.

' Removed from the bacl< recently. [. \'l''., p. 103.
= P. 69.
3 "

Anglia Sacra," vol. ii., ]). 547
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Andrew, one of the patron saints of the Church, that it was

designed as a receptacle of reUcs of that saint/

The Aisles of the Presbytery, except for sundry attrac-

tive monuments, are not very interesting, but have undergone

various changes. After the fall of the tower they were recon-

structed in the prevalent Transitional style. In the Early

rilK SHRINK <>1' ST. CAUAIxir

English period the wall (jf the scnilh aisle was rebuilt further

south.'-' The old loots were rcniovetl, the walls raised, and

new windows inserted in the DeccKated periotl by Bishop
(lower (1328 1347). Three hundred years later they were

in a ruined condilion. In the general restoration of the

latter part of this eenlur)- lhe\- have been re-rooled and

extensively repaired.
I'he (^[jilals of the pier-shafts on the aisle side resemble those

'

I-'cnli)ii"s
" I'cmliiokc."

j). S4.
-
Freeman, p. 155. Kinys

"
ihuidl^uuk,'' |). 14S.
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in the presbytery, but the piers themselves are pecuhar. A
group of shafts is attached to each pier ; these, however,
finish below the capitals of each pier with a bracket. It

has been supposed that these were intended for figures, and
it is quite likely that this may have been the best way the
Transitional architects saw of avoiding a raw appearance when
they gave up their groining system.
The eastern walls of the presbytery aisles both show the

very steep pitch of the early roof, which apparently remained
till the walls were raised by (lower.

In the south-cast angle of the north aisle is a doorway leading
to the arcaded passage in front of the main east windows.
Scott restored the original Decorated windows, which he found
much decayed on the north side ; but on the south side,
where no remains of the tracery were extant "and even the

jambs were so shattered that it was only by a fragment here
and there that the mouldings were recovered,"

' the tracery he
introduced was " founded on fragmentary evidence from other

parts of the church of the same date." But this archaeo-

logic proceeding has not resulted in any specially beautiful

design, though, doubtless, it was the best thing that could
be done.

The modern roofs are decidedly good and solid—of a

Decorated character and well carven.

The north choir aisle is different to the south on account of
the Chapel of St. Thomas, which blocks up the westernmost

bay. A modern wooden staircase near the west end of the

north aisle leads to the chapter-house.
The large north window in the north transept was in-

serted in 1846 by Butterfield. It is based on one at Sleaford,

Lincolnshire, and replaced another of late and inferior design.
The west wall of both transepts is of I)e Leia's time, and the

remainder, after the fall of the tower, about 1220. The north

transept is dedicated to St. Andrew, and his altar stood in the

central eastern arch and the soutli transei)t was known as the

Chanters" Chapel, with an altar dedicated to the Holy Innocents
and almost certainly one to St. David. This transept had at

first but a single chapel (Decorated), with a space between it and
the aisle of the choir, but in the sixteenth century these two
were joined and the chapel became a vestry. In this century,

Reporl, 1S69, I).
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when the south transept was fitted up as a parish church it

formed the eastern aisle. Scott restored the original arrange-
ment.

The transepts show more clearly than any other part of the

church the influence of the west of England on Welsh archi-

tecture, and it is remarkable that it should have started thus

early. The Transitional and even Early English architecture at

SCRKIvN Ol' ItlSllol' \Ari;ilA\ s (11 Al'l'.l,.

St. David's and Elandaff resembles in mouldings that at Slym-

bridge and in foliage some of the great ("iloucestershire churches.

It is not surprising that the later splendid Perpendicular and

Decorated examples of Somerset and the Bristol district should

have made their impress felt in \\'ales. lUil (his l\arly I'.nglish

connection certainly seems wonderful.

•I-HE CH.APELS EAST OK 111 I', I'k l>r.V IKKV.

The chapels at the far cast end ol llic- cluurh are extra-
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ordinarily extensive and most remarkable for a comparatively
small cathedral like St. David's. This being so it is best to

refer to the plan, which will simplify what seems bewildering in

mere description. Generally speaking the ground-plan maybe
considered as an extension of the main body of the church,

terminating in a Lady Chapel, with aisles continuing those of

the choir for part of the length. But, inasmuch as no part of
the cathedral seems to have attracted the attention of the

various prelates who were successively benefactors to the

church, more than this ; and, as the changes were numerous
and but little regard appears to have been paid to preceding
plans, the inevitable result is a kind of architectural [^ot-pourri.
It is, however, a very attractive medley.
De Leia's church clearly terminated at the existing east wall

of the presbytery and aisles, and apparently at the time of the

rebuilding occasioned by the fall of the tower in 1220, no

attempt was made to lengthen the church eastwards. It is not

unlikely, however, that shortly before the time of the earth-

quake of 1248 a Lady Chai)el or retro-choir was contemplated
and even begun, but discontinued. As we see it now it is also

not improbable that the original plan may have been followed,
with many changes in detail in the succeeding centuries. The
aisles continuing those of the presbytery are connected by a sort

of retro-choir or ambulatory
—

embracing the space now occupied
by Bishop Vaughan's Chapel between it and the east wall of the

presbytery. This is all Early English, i.e., thirteenth century,
work. Bishop Martyn (i 290-1 328) completed the present

ground-plan by adding his Lady Chapel.

Bishop Gower (1328-1347), the Menevian Wykeham, raised

the north and east walls of the north chapel aisle and rebuilt

the south and east walls of the south aisle from the ground,
probably on Early English foundations. Also, this aisle was

projected a few feet in an easterly direction and many changes
made in the Lady Chapel, where Gower founded a charity in

1334. Bishop Vaughan (1509-1522) appropriated the space
east of the presbyter}' which was described ' as

"
vilissimus sive

sordidissimus locus in totd ecclesia," and converted it into the

beautiful chapel which bears his name. Previous to this we can
find no early references to this space which was walled in north,

'

George Owen's MS. history, see Fenton, p. 98.
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south, east, and west (according to I'^reeman) and may previously
never have been roofed, ^^'ith regard to this numerous sugges-
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obtained from the open passage left for pilgrims to reach the

ancient recess in the east wall, which is apparently in situ and
hears unmistakable marks of having been polished by use.

And, that the remainder of the space was screened off and
roofed for the immurement of a recluse, who could perhaps
watch unseen the movements of the pilgrims. It must be
remembered also that stealing relics carried its own absolution.

This might account, too, for its filthy state which necessitated

the four pence of 1492
^ to clean. In those days an unusually

large sum. In making this Trinity Chapel, Bishop Vaughan
blocked up the lower east windows of the cathedral and

probably added the upper tier shown on p. 36, and then

added his fan-traceried roof and other ornaments.
The Lady Chapel and the ambulatory or vestibule were

evidently twice prepared for vaulting before Bishop Vaughan
actually completed the scheme, but during the Civil War it was
denuded of lead, which eventuated in its collapse about 1775
and in the erection of the extraordinary modern buttresses

which prop up the inner walls of the chapel and its aisles.

This brief general description may help the visitor to realise

the many changes which produced these peculiar eastern

adjuncts, and we will now discuss each more in detail.

Bishop Vaughan's, or The Trinity, Chapel.—This

chapel is a peculiarly subtle example of Perpendicular, and
retains both its internal and external roofs. Freeman, who
does not usually pay high tribute to any phase of Perpendicular,

says,""
"
Bishop ^^aughan's Chapel is an extremely fine specimen

of late Perpendicular, and that of the best kind, and is the

more conspicuous, as being the only portion of the cathedral

of any merit or importance belonging to that style. It exhibits

the same chasteness of design and delicacy of execution which

distinguishes King's College Chapel, opposed alike to the

meagreness of Bath Abbey and the corrupt form and over-

done ornament of Henry the Seventh's Chapel. The arches,

one on each side, which divide the chapel from the aisles,

command admiration for the justness of their proportions
and the purity of their detail, being well moulded, and

having shafts with good capitals and bases
;
the stone screens

also with which they are fitted up increase the effect of elegant

J.& F., p. 152.
-'

J. & F., p. 70.
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richness. It is much to be regretted that they should remain

exposed to the effect of the weather, even comparatively
sheltered as they are by the main body of the cathedral.

RKCKSS [N )tl>H()l' \Ar(;ilAN S 1 li Al'l.l .

The roof is of excellent fan-tracery, consisting of two bays,

running north and south, with a small portion of panelled barrel

vaulting at each end. it risis finm shafts, of whicli the
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central ones at each end are corbelled off. The eastern one
would have interfered with the altar of

the chapel, the western with the doorway
'

wiiich then opened behind the high altar,

and whose arch may still be traced."

The angel which acts as a corbel over the

Transitional recess is very finely conceived
and carved, as also are the bosses of

sculpture on the screens. Indeed they
are as fine as anything the Perpendicular
men ever did. The recess itself is shown on

p. 6 1. The centre cross is 2 feet 3 inches

square and is cut out of a stone i ft. 9 in.

thick, the four spandrils between the

arms being pierced through to the high
altar. The height of the top of the cill

is about 3 feet from the present floor of

the chapel and i ft. 6 in. from that of the

sanctuary. As already mentioned," the

lower part was found to contain human
bones, run into a solid mass with mortar
to prevent desecration, which probably
time of the

MM^W

HOSSES ().\ THE
CORNICE.

was done at the

religious changes in the sixteenth

century. The other crosses

surrounding the large one are

probably some of those cut for

dedication purposes ;
and as the

lowest at any rate is earlier than
the centre, it is probably a once
much venerated relic of .St.

David's own church before that

of I)e Leia.

On the opposite side of this

chapel
—

i.e., in the wall between

Bishop Vaughan's Chapel and
the ante-chapel

— is more finely
detailed Perpendicular work.

RECENTLY DISCOVERED WINDOW
IN HISUOI' VAUC.HAN's CHAl'EE.

'

During Scott's restoration this was subsequently founil to be a recess

only (of I)e Leia's period).
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In 1898 an interesting discovery was made, and our view was

taken the same year immediately after. On the west side of

this wall stood the altar to the Holy Trinity, with a tall

canopied niche on each side.

On either side of these again
traces of a four-centred arch

showed faintly through the

smooth ashlar at the back, and
on removing the ashlar two

beautiful windows were dis-

closed. They have their

saddle-bars and stancheons in

situ, in some places almost

rusted through, and it is clear

that the windows have not

been, nor were they intended

to be, glazed. Another inter-

esting point is that they seem

scarcely to have been finished

before they were walled up
again, for the masonry has not

even been rubbed down. This

seems so unusual a treatment

for windows of such refinement,
that one is tempted to con-

jecture that some zealous

subordinate of the Pjishop's,

anxious to give him a pleasant

surprise, had, during his al)-

sence, caused these windows
to be made, but on his return

the incensed prelate promptly
ordered their immurement. A
squint was, however, left in the

centre light of each window, so

that from the Trinit\- ( 'iiai)el altar the celebrations at those at

the east end of the north and south aisles could be seen.

When remo\ing the masonry in 1898, it was decided to leave

these squint-stones in order not to destroy an im[)ortanl Hnk

in the history of these windows.

Curiously enough, the l)acks of the windows, towards the

MciiK, I'.isnor vAriiu.w
riiAi'Ki..
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ambulatory are different from the fronts (one of which we
illustrate) and have merely four-centred arches.

BISHOI' VAUGHAN S CHAPEL.

At the north end of this chapel is the tomb of Archdeacon
Hoit and that of Sir John A\'ogan, recently brought here for

the sake of preservation. The former stood in the chapel of

I
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St. Nicholas. JJishop X'aughan's own tomb is in front of tlie

altar, the leger-stone once bearing a brass on which was

engraved his etfigy.'

Several Celtic stones bearing crosses, which were found at

Pen Arthur, are at present in this chapel. The earliest—from
the eighth to the eleventh century

— Professor \Vestwood
found doing duty as a gate-post on a farm. The holes

show the marks where the hinges were. At the top, on
the left, can be read A 12 and (?) IHS. On the right
is XPS, cut after the corner was broken away, and below
is "(lurmarc.'" On the Ixick is another cross of a still earlier

character. It is supposed to have commemorated some battle

fought in the neighbourhood, and was found on the moor.
The South Chapel Aisle.—On coming through the east

door of the suutii clioir aisle wc enter the ('hapel of King lidward
the Confessor, and we notice on the right a Decorated recess

said to have contained the monument of a priest : l)ul tiie great
buttresses, which meet the eye looking east, are only temporary
supports and in no sense form part of the original design.

Opposite the I )LCorated recess is the tomb o( a knight (8), but

unfortunately tiiis has been badly treated at the hands of the

buttress builders. On the north side of the altar is a piscina
with a pointed arch, cin(]uefoiled, and a projecting bracket of

singular!}- bold design whicli seems to interrupt the Decorated

string.- A curious groining boss, apparently in order to pre-
serve it, is let into the wall to the west above the piscina.
It is carven into the form of three beasts (asses or rabbits)
with long ears. The peculiarity of the design, which is met
with elsewhere, is that there are only three ears, yet each beast

has its full complement.
The Ante-Chapel, -llriant

{{). 57) sa\s this eluipel is

known locally as the Chapel of the Sci'eii S/s/trs, on account
of the seven hideous heads which are said to be types of the

beauty of South Wales. We can fmd no such record.

This narrow space, wliicli inter\enL'S between l]isho|)

Vaughan's (Jhapel and the i.ady Chapel to the east, is sepa-
rated from the aisles by pairs of very elegant ICarly P^nglish
arches north and south, and freeman is of o{)inion that they
differ sliglitl\- in date. The ea|>ita]s ha\e a delicate nail head

'

Itiianl, |i. 67. .!•
'•'^ 1 ••

!'• 9^-
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moulding not to be found elsewhere in the cathedral. One
of the arches on the southern side has a figure lying down

doing duty for a corbel which was designed to carry the

vaulting ;
it is, however, more curious than beautiful. A seg-

mental relieving arch in rough ashlar embraces both arches.

In this chapel was found the "Abraham" stone now placed
in the south transept (see p. 79).

This chapel is roofed with a neat Perpendicular vault and

VIKW LOOKING N. IN ANTE-CHAl'EL TO LADY CLLAPEL,

lit with a poor Perpendicular window, and a couple of depressed
arches {i.e., with their springing below the capitals) open into

the Lady Chapel. An enormous buttress, however, is an

unsightly necessity to prevent the wall above these arches

falling eastwards. Our view (page 67) is taken from the

east, looking west, and shows one of these arches and, on

the south side, the fine Decorated tomb of Bishop Martyn.
The composition was that of a five-foiled arch, with open
foliations between crocketed pinnacles rising from octagonal
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attached shafts with floriated capitals, aU l)eneath a lofty

straight-sided canopy. The detail seems to point to Bishop
Gower as the author. The canopy blocks an Early Decorated

window and cuts through a string, but its finial was evidently
utilised as a corbel by Bishop Vaughan for his vaulted roof,

traces of which are clearly discernible in the view at the south-

west corner.

>KI)1I,:A AM) lO.XM!, nH)!-; (M- I.AIiV ( MAI'KI,.

The sedilia, of three seats, is a fme design by Gower, the

finials of the crocketed ogee arches forming bosses in the

cornice as in some of his other designs.
The cross lying on the ground is one which once stood on

the east end of the presbytery, pr()i)ably designed by Sir G.

Scott from an (jld example.

Nearly f)|)[)osite is a recess for a tomb wliich seems to have
been similar lo that of I)ishop Martyn. This was wrongly

supposed lo be tk.at of l!ishii|) liouglitoii, whu founded and
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was buried in his own chapel of St. Mary's College, not St.

Mary's Chapel, hence confusion. Archdeacon Yardley con-

jectures with plausibility that Gower erected these two tombs to

his immediate predecessors, Martyn and Beck' (i 280-1328).

Externally, and to some extent even now internally, the Lady
Chapel has assumed the appearance of a Perpendicular build-

lllK NdK I II 111 \l'i;i, AISI.K.

ing, but as a matter of fact it is, in the main, a blend of Early

English and Early I )ecorated.

The North Chapel Aisle.—At the east end of this aisle

stood the altar to St. Nicholas, and in the south-east corner is

a trefoil-headed piscina with a (juatrefoil drain. Tlie changes
which took place in the Early Decorated i)eriod in this aisle

' "
I lake it lu he Tliis lip. wIkj heyan S..Maiy"s Chapel, & that lie

lies buried in it on
y""

N. Side, which Tomb is by Mistake said to be

l]p. llouyhton's." "Mens. Sac," vol. i., p. 49. J. & F., p. 121. Fenton,

p. 87, note.
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are not so extensive as those of the same date in its sister,

where the whole of the southern and eastern walls were

rebuilt, but the result is even more of a patchwork in appear-
ance. The walls were raised, windows inserted and prepara-
tions made for vaulting, but, nevertheless, the round Early

English vaulting shafts (c. 124S) appear below the octagonal
ones of the Decorated period. On reference to the plan it

will be noticed that the Lady Chapel is not on the central

axis of the choir, and that between it and the north aisle

is a space, which, we cannot but think, was occasioned by
the timidity which we find throughout the cathedral in dealing
with vaults. The north wall of the Lady Chapel was thus

moved inwards to reduce the span and obtain—as they un-

doubtedly did, from whatever cause— a much better pro-

portioned building. The monuments in both aisles are much

decayed owing to their long exposure to the weather. East of

the screen opening to Bishop \'aughaiVs Chapel is a small

piece of a J)ecorated tomb canopy, but the chapel arch has

cut through the remainder. "
Its existence seems to [)rove

that the 'waste place' now occupied by the chapel must have
been closed at the sides by walls : although there must surely
have been some door or entrance, however narrow."' just
beneath - this crocketed fragment of a canopy is a small stone

with a finely-conceived representation of a crucifixion in relief

with the figures of .SS. Mary and John, obviously y)laced here

for preservation : and low down under this is an altar-tomb

with a panelled arra(U', which once bore the figure of a priest
in eucharistic vestments, and above the |)anelling the in-

scription, ''Orate pro Anima Johannis [IL'ot] nuper .\r( hi ..."
which indicates that it was the monument of John iliot,

Archdeacon of .St. David's, who died in 1419.
In this aisle a chantry was founded early in the fourteenth

century by Sir John W'ogan, of Picton, Chief Justiciary of

Ireland under Ldward the i'iist, and it is conjectured thai the

two monuments opposite (/.<'., in the north \\all) were erected

by and to members of this famil\-. The one to the west (No.
2) is a mutilated figure of a knight in chain armour about the

date of I Ieiu\ III. : the other ( \o. 1) is an exceedingly fine

example of a re( umbent, eueharistiealh' vested prie'st ha\ing

'

Kill!.;,
'

Ilandbofjk," 1S73.
- On \']:m NO. 4.
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his feet resting on a dog and his hands clasped. The head

rests on a canopy of a spherical triangle crocketed. PVeeman

(p. 120) notes that a similar canopy occurs elsewhere in the

cathedral, also in a small tomh in the chancel of Carew Churcli,

and in an external tomb at Nangle in rcmbrokeshirc. ISiit it

is the main arch or canopy of the tomb. that is its chief glor)',

and, strangely enough, the part least noticed by previous writers.

The subtlety and delicacy of the mouldings is worth careful

TO.MK OF A l'Rn-:ST, X. Sn)E OF X. CHAl'KL.

examination. The under side of the arch has been elaborately

cusped, and might easily be restored. The top member is

curved back to admit of a very unusual form of crocket, viz.,

two ivy leaves point to point, well conventionalised and most
effective. At the west end this springs from the head of a

greyhound, the other is defective. On the whole we are

inclined to think that the priest's effigy has been placed here

as a convenient spot for its preservation and is a later insertion.

Beneath is some panelling consisting of triangles trefoiled, but
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it is very flat and tame and in great contrast to the skilful

treatment of the upper part. The material is Caerfai stone.

Browne A\'illis shows on his plan
' two monuments under the

third and fourth windows of this aisle from the east, and calls

them "
Knights Templars "—possibly also Wogans—but they

no longer remain

MONUMENTS IN THE CHURCH OTHER THAN IN THE
EASTERN CHAPELS.

Beginning with the remarkable rood-screen, we find three

ecclesiastical effigies. During the excavations for the new
foundations of the tower-piers and shoring it was neces-

sary to disturb the tombs in the rood-screen, but the re-

mains were carefully and severally restored to their original

resting-places, and such rings, chalices, crosiers, and other

valuables as were found were removed by the Chapter. The
most interesting of these objects are in the Chapter House
under glass. They comprise a Decorated gilt bronze pastoral
staff (probably (iower's) with a fragment of its standard, two

chalices, and a quantity of cere cloth.

Two of the effigies cannot be with certainty identified, and
we have only the tradition handed down by Browne ^^'illis :

"
I should guess them to have been erected for Bishops of S.

David's, tho' they have a Tradition here, that one belongs to a

Chancellor, or, as some say, a Chantor ; and the other to a

Treasurer of this Church."

However, we know that Bishop Gower's Tomb occupies
(No. 25) the southern comjjartmcnt of the screen. He died
in 1347, and is represented as vested eucharistically with a

mitre and pastoral staff veiled in his left hand, and at his feet

is a lion. The right hand is broken and was originally in

the act of benediction. liefore the rei>ellion Browne ^\'illis
"

stated that this tomb was "
inclos'd to the South and West

with a Brass I'allisade : Upon the k'acio of whicli, was this

InscTiption :

•

ll>ir iiiri't llinii(ns (inwcT, ~ti'iirtor ^J.il.itit \- ftiijuo vf^rrlrsiiir,

i-HnirlinifiiQ .<lrrfHrpisropu<s (\m otmt. \r.'
"

but on
i)[). 19 and 71 he corrects himself, on the authority

'

IJiciwia- Willis, opp. p. I.
'

I. iV I'". , p. 71,
' I'low nc Willis, p. ^,
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apparently of an eye-witness, and gives the following as being
more correct :

"Ilcniicus Ccnvcr, (Ppisropalis iaaliitii roiistruftor."

" The Rebels took that, and all the Brass upon the other Tombs
of the Church, quite away; and now there are Wooden Rails

in Lieu of the Brass T'allisade. His body lies at length in his

Episcopal Robes." On the south side of the altar-tomb are

eight figures of the Apostles in relief.

TOMB OF TilSlIOI' MORC.AN IN NA\'E.

The altar-tomb in the second bay from the east on the

south side of the nave is to Bishop John Morgan (1496-1564).
The whole is in Bath stone. The mitred bishop is sculptured

at full length in his chasuble, dalmatic, stole, alb, and mani-

ple, and holds his veiled pastoral staff. He wears somewhat

unusual gloves. Two kneeling angels support the cushioned

head. Ereeman -
is very hard on the architecture of this

tomb: "The head, foot, and north side of the tomb are

' Now wrought iron [vide opposite),
-

I". 108.
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adorned with rectangular panels having their upper angles
rounded off without any kind of foliation, and exhibiting cases

ot interpenetration in its worst form. Altogether the archi-

tectural ornaments are extremely poor, and nearly resemble
much of the Cierman work of that period." This unnecessarily
severe censure is, however, tempered with discriminating praise
of the sculpture: "The sculpture, on the other hand, is

extremely spirited and graceful, as well that of the principal

figure, as those of the smaller images which adorn the sides.

In the two panels on the north side there are six images of

Apostles ; six more evidently decorated the south side, but

these have been cut away to make room for a pew. At the

foot there is a group representing the resurrection of our

Saviour, sculptured in alto-relievo with remarkable grace and
freedom. At the head there is a griffin. Bishop Morgan's
bearing, supporting a shield with the letters Wand I, or J, in a

cypher. Whose initials they may be, we are at a loss to say ;

the heraldic bearing taken in connection with authority almost

contemporaneous leaves us in doubt to whom we are to

attribute the monument. This tomb, with its very advanced

sculpture, and very debased architecture, is a striking com-

mentary on the state of the arts at that important period of

transition : and it is extremely curious to observe the cor-

ruptions of the latter art manifesting themselves in tombs in

the first instance. The monument of Henry VH. in AA'est-

minster Abbev, is of course a remarkable case of the same
kind."

Opposite Morgan's tomb, under the eastern window of the

south aisle, is a Decorated recess containing the tomb of an

unknown priest (No. 27), all in Caerfai stone. The canopy is

very fine.' It is part of a concave-sided octagon, at the points
of which are radial finials. This form is to be found in

Bristol Cathedral, and "
is clearly a development of the idea

which produced the semi-octagonal doorways in the rood-

screen and the palace."
= Gower's characteristic ornaments—

the pellet, four-leaved flower and wave-moulding
—

spring from

octagonal shafts with a big projection. On each side is a

pinnacle having an odd and ugly decoration at the offsets, but

it is on the whole preferable to Cower's customary flat quatre-
foil. The altar-tomb is of plain ashlar, and on it lies a priest

'

Kcntnn, ]i. 423, c;ives a siinilar design,
-

J. & F, , p. I59'
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in eucharistic vestments, his head on a double cushion carried

by angels, and at his feet a dog.
There are some slabs with crosses near here and some shells

before the dais, which once contained matrices of the brasses,

with figures about half full size to William Wilcock (1502)
and Richard Ragader

'

(1530), prebendaries of St. Nicholas and
masters of St. Mary's College Chapel, which will probabl)-
account for several unidentifiable slabs in the choir and else-

where.

The monument occupying the most important position in

the presbytery is that (No. 6)
= to Edmond Tudor, Earl of

Richmond, son of Owen Tudor and Queen Catherine of

Valois (widow of Henry V.) and father of Henry ME, who
died in 1456, and was buried in the church of the Crey friars

at Caermarthen.' But at the dissolution the remains and the

tomb were together brought to St. David's. The position is

close to the shrine of St. David, and, as it was unusual to permit

any interment in the immediate vicinity of a great shrine, it

may be well to note that this tomb was not placed here till

after the probable shrine of St. David had been removed.

The altar-tomb is in Purbeck marble, and is ornamented with

shallow Perpendicular quatrefoils reticulated. Each panel has

a shield in the centre, and a brass occupied the leger-stone.
These inscriptions were restored by Jones and Ereeman from

some drawings bound up with a MS. in the possession of the

Earl of Cawdor. On the verge :

" Under this Marble Stone here enclosed, rcstetli the Bone!; of that nol>le

Lord Kdmond, Earl of Richmond, Father and Brother to A'ini^s, the

whith departed out of this World in the }'ear of our Lord Cod, a thousand

four hundred fifty and six, the first Day of the Month of November ; on

whose Soul, Jl/niQhty ]e9.u have Merey. Amen''

On the tomb (at its foot probably) was :

'• ILu ! Reij;utn Genitor, tiff Frater splendidus LLros,
Oinnis quo inicuit Regia Virtus, obit.

Herculeus Comes Pile tuns, Riclimondia L^u.xque
Conditur l^flmundvis his modo Marmoribus.

Qui Rei^ni Clypeus, Comitnm Flos, Malleus L/ostis,

I'ilie Dexti ritas, Paeis A iiialor eral .

" Mens. .Sac," y. 232.
'-'

.See p. 36.

I-'enton, |). 73.
•* ?, 1 12,
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Ilir tiicditare I'iaiis Tc semper Tivere posse !

Non 7>torieris Homo ! Noiiiie miselle vides

Caesar qiieni Tremeret An/iis, nee 7'iueeret Hector

Ipsa devietiim Mortc rii/sse Viriim f

Cede Melntm Preeibus : Dai Rei^iini Condi/or Almits

Ejus Sf>iri/tii l. lieida Re^'iia Pflli.'\
'

The length and sentiments of the inscription, however,

hardly atone for the fact that this is a mean ornament to so

important a person, and one cannot help contrasting it with

that of his illustrious son— King Henry VH.'s Chapel in

Westminster Abbey.
With St. David's shrine we have already dealt (see a///e,

P- 5°)-

Turning to the corresponding arch on the south side of

the presbytery, we find two tombs (Nos. 17 and t8). One

(r8) in I'urbeck marble supports the figure of a bishop

eucharistically vested and mitred, with a veiled pastoral
staff in his left hand. 'I"he right hand is raised in

benediction. Browne ^\'ilhs (-onjectures
= that this was the

tomb of Bishop Gervase or Jorwerth (1215-1229), but later-'

he definitely states that it was unknown, but '•^ was inianimously
assnrd to mc to be the Monmncnt of Bishop Jerworth." It is

possible that the figure (which is later than 1229) was placed
over the remains of Gervase, during whose episcopate the

])resent presbytery was largely erected. A pastoral staff

(copper gilt) and part of its wooden stave, of a rich design,
were found near here in 1844, and, Freeman notes + "is at

present in the possession of the Bishop of S. David's."'

The other (No. 17) is to Bishop Anselm le Gras (1231-47),

accordmg to the inscription on the trefoiled canopy supported

l)y angels and adorned with foliage :

PETRA PRFX-OR DIG SIC ANSKf.MUS EPISCOPUS EST HIC.

The Bishop is in relief and wears eucharistic vestments, with a

rich mitre and pastoral staff unveiled but turned outwards, and

the right hand is in the act of benediction. There is a kind of

nimbus to the head and at the feet are two dogs, one of whom
is pierced by the staff.

Proceeding to the next arch further east immediately behind

I. it F.. p. 112, from l'>i(i\\nc Willis.
-
"Survey,"' p. I2.

'

I'p. 6S-69.
•
J. & F., p. 113.
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the sedilia, there is a recumbent figure in the armour of the

late fourteenth century. This is attributed to Rhys ap Tewdwr,
Prince of South Wales.' "The head, wiiich has the conical

loMi; (ii A i-;Mr,iir w iiii', i:\(K ni- riii-: si':iiii.iA.

basanet and camaille, is rechning u\Hm a casque surmounted

by the crest, O// a i/iapcau a /ia/i scju/if. The body armour is

covered by a jupon, on the breast and back of which are

I. .V l-'.,
|). 114.
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embroidered the wearer's a.x\w~,\_Gu/es,]-(Vifhi/i a /wrduree/is^rai/ed

\^or,^a lion rampa /if [ofthe sci-oiid\ It is not quite clear whether
the jupon, which falls in a fringe round the hips, is meant to

have sleeves, or wlicthcr the tigurc has a hauberk with short

sleeves, those of the tunic appearing beneath them. The hands
are clasped ;

there is a richly decorated belt and sword
;
the

legs have complete plate armour, with genouilleres ; the feet

have spurs, and rest on a lion."

In a corresponding position in the north choir aisle is

another very similar tomb (No. 1
1), evidently of a member of the

same family, probably by the same designer. The head lies

on a double cushion, and the heraldic bearings on the jupon
have a label of three points.^ The general conclusion seems
to be that these monuments are to Lord Rhys ap Tewdwr and
his son Rhys (iryg. Before the restoration they stood under
the same arches in the presbytery, not, as now, in the aisles.

Under the easternmost arch of the presbytery on the south

side is a mutilated figure of a priest (No. 20) in the eucharistic

vestments of Bishop (lower's time, which is commonly
attributed to Giraldus Cambricnsis,- but on slight authority.
The head rests on a double cushion supported by angels, the

hands are clasped (holding the Host) and the feet lie on a

dog. Opposite in the south choir aisle is a fine slab (No. 22),

with a cross floriated with branches in relief. 'I'he chamfered

edge bears the following inscription in Lombardic letters:

sii.VKSTER : i\ip;dicus : iacet : hic : Eivs[(iuc] ruina :

MONSTRAT : CJVOD MORTl : [llOn] : OlSSIbTIT : MKUICINA :

[Silvester the physician lies here, and his dissolutitjn pro\es tliat

medicine withstands not Death. J

Under the easternmost window in this aisle is the effigy of

a vested priest with raised hands. The recess is Decorated,
and has a foliated canopy which is remarkable as being the

only instance of ball-flower in the church except that in the

Decorated stage of the tower. In the westernmost bay (No. 21)
is a much worn tomb of an ecclesiastic holding a book in his

right hand.

' For a learned discjuisitiun on these tombs see Jones and l-'reeman,

pp. 114-I16.
- Browne Willis, p. 101.
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The easternmost bay of the north side of the presbytery

(No. 13) is occupied by the monument to Thomas I.loyd,
Treasurer (d. 161 3). The inscription states that it was here

placed by his son Marmaduke : Counsel-at-law of the Middle

Temple. It is shown on page 45. At its back is a

Decorated recess, but the etifigy has gone. 'J1ie inscription is :

'

MAR.MADUCUS LLOVIJK ARMIGKR JURIS-
CONSULTUS ET MEDII TEMPLI
SOCIUS HOC FECIT IN PEKPETUAM
PATRIS SUI CHARISSIMI THOM.E
LLOYD HUJUS ECCLESLE CATHK-
IJRALIS THKSAURARII MEMORLXM
(JUI OCTAVO DIE IMENSIS MARTI 1

ANO REGNI SERENIS3LM1 REGIS

JACOlil DECIMO OBIIT ET IIIC

JACET.

1

/

\'

ABRAHAM S loMC
(^(

I.I.I iLj.

In the north transept are the

tomb of St. Caradoc (see p. 55),
and the effigy of a priest beneath a

Decorated canopy.
In the south transept, near the

nave, is an incised slab with a

floriated cross having the head of a

priest appearing above it through
an opening in the stone.

In the east wall of this transept arc two fragments of very
ancient ("eltic slabs. The mcjrc important of the two is to

I]isho[) Abraham, and was found in i.Scji in the east wall of
the ante-chapel.- It is inscribed with curious characters:

PONTIFICIS AliRAHAM III, II Hlf
1IEIi[().m] I ISAC (JUIESCUNT.

A very fine interlacing Celtic cross springing from a root is the

principal attraction of the stone. The uncarven outer circle

terminates at the head with a neat little Maltese cross having
an incised border and a sliglit dejjression at the end of each
arm. The (Ireek alpha and onu'ga appear in the corners, and
below are the sac red moiujgrams. IJishop .\braliam (1076-78)
was killed when the Northimii pillaged St. David's in 107S,

j. \ I'., p. III). |. llriaiU, p. 54.
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but it is not known in what way his sons were especially

gifted that so fine a memorial should have been erected to

their memory.
Near by is another stone of a similar character of which

nothing is known. In the new Chapter House the back can

be seen, but the large Latin cross with which it is ornamented
seems later.

.NORTH DOOKW .\^•, N.WK {siY /. 20).
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J-'ioiii an eiigraviiiii, after H- Gastincaii.



CHAPTER IV

THl-: J'RKCl.XCi'S—THE CLOISIKkS AND SI'. MARV's COLLKGK

The College of St. Mary was founded conjointly by John of

( jaunt, Duke of Lancaster, his wife Blanche, and Bishop Adam
Houghton in 1377, but it was endowed solely by the Hishoi)
for tile maintenance of a Master and seven Priest- Fellows, who
were bound by a solemn oath to live in strict obedience? to

such regulations as the founder thought fit to ordain. The

priests wore the same dress as the vicars-choral, and were under
the control of the Precentor or Treasurer of the cathedral.

They were bound to say the Hours and Masses of Reciuiem
and perform certain services in the church. Any view from
the northern side of the cathedral must include the graceful

proportions of St. Mary's, and it is surprising how well these

buildings group with those of the cathedral. The cloisters and
the cloister-garth, which separate the two buildings, date from
al)out the same time as St. Mary's and doubtless were common
to the meml)ers of both foundations. The Early Perpendicular

chapel is built on a large crypt, being quite contiguous to the

river Alan, not unlike the chapel and hall of Magdalene
College, Oxford. At the south-east angle was a .Sacristy, with

an upper chamber built over the cloisters, which had alleys to

the north, west, and east ; the latter running from the college
to the north wall of the transept. As at Hereford, therefore,
a covered wav existed between the cathedral and the college.

To the north of the cloisters was the scjuare occupied by the

college ;
on the north side of which, again, was the principal

entrance. And on the south side of the scjuare stood the

chapel of which we now see the remains, showing that it must
have been a very fine building of its kind. The elegance of

the proportions and subtlety of the detail betray the hand of a

very skilful architect. The dimensions of the chapel are 6g ft.

X 23 ft. 9 in. X 45 ft. high. It was lit by three windows in

each side 24 ft. x 9 ft. broad each, and the east window must
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have been a grand affair, as it occupies the whole of the east

wall. The tower is 70 ft. high, to the north of which are the

remains of the Infirmary.'
The cathedral cloisters, unlike most English cathedrals,

never had an alley next the church, and it is most probable
that no cloister existed before the time of Bishop Houghton.

But so fragmentary are the remains of the cloister and so

complete its destruction that we will only give a brief outline

of its state as inferred by Freeman, that the visitor may under-

stand the ruins.

A reference to the plan will best locate the cloister, but it

will be noticed that the massive western buttresses, which

take the thrust of the nave, show traces of the cloister wall.

Also the wall-arcade and vaulting-springers are visible on the

south wall of the chapel of St. Mary's. The sacristy to the

chapel, which has a piscina, was over the eastern allej', and
under this can be seen the lines of four bays of the cloister

and part of a fifth. Apparently the east sicle of the cloister

was never completed, as the buttresses show no sign of

additions
; therefore, although a covered way was obtained

between the cathedral and college, the north door remained

as a separate entrance from the prebendal and other houses.

The crypt
^ on which the chapel stands is roofed with a

simple elliptical barrel-vault and rear arches of small lights cut

into it on the northern side. Below the tower was the cloister

entrance, but the steps up to the chapel have quite disappeared.
The landing at the top of these steps and two bays to the north

formed an ante-chamber to the chapel, and a turret-stair on the

northern or garden side led down to the domestic buildings
as well as to a room over the vestibule. This room had two

windows, one of which looked into the chapel, as at St. Cross.

It will thus be seen that there could not have been a west

window.
The chapel is in four bays, but as the eastern bays were

utilised, on the north by the existing recess for the founder's

tomb and on the south by the sacristy, there are only three

windows. 'I'he great east window—as well as others—was

denuded of much ashlar-work and tracery to help in Nash's

McKenzic Walcot, p. 16.

]'"orinerly
a charnel-house (IJiowne Willis, p. 25 1
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extraordinary concoction the west window of the cathedral/
This great east window filled up almost the whole of the

wall, and must have been a fine example of the best sort of

Perpendicular. Indeed, it would not be impossible to re-

construct it even now.

There is a legend (found by Browne Willis in an Elizabeth

manuscript) that Houghton was excommunicated by the Pope
Clement, and that he retaliated by returning the compliment,
and further pictorially displayed the event in stained glass.^
Clement died, however, in 1352, before Houghton was made
bishop, but was succeeded by Innocent \l. The names

may thus have got confounded, <»r the I'ope may have
been the Anti-Pope, Robert of Geneva, known at Avignon as

Clement \TI. Although the story is of doubtful authenticity
it is quite in accord with Houghton's vigorous character, being
as he was the friend of Chaucer and John of daunt. He also

established several ordinances for the diocese, which shows
that he was no mere figure-head. He held the office of

chancellor for two years.
3

The tower of the chapel
—the only part yet undescribed—

was evidently designed for a broached spire, as is shown by
the squinches within. But a settlement, owing to the close

proximity of the river, evidently not only prevented further

weights being imposed, but caused the south-west angle
buttress to be added which is so prominent (zvVA' p. 82).
Of the collegiate domestic buildings there only remain a

few vaults, except a single entrance, with a four-centred arch,
to the north.

THK DIsnoi'S I'AI.ACK.

After crossing a bridge to the north-west of the cathedral we

jjursue a most picturesque alley, whence a good view of the

tower and north side is obtained, and shortly, on [hv left-hand

side, we conu' lo the entrance to the Bishop's Palace."
In the liuu'S before (iower (i^jS 47), who buill the whole

f this once niagnifieeiU palace, lln're uiulouhledl)' was some( I

'

.See plates, pp. 2 and 7.
'

King, 1887, p. 239 ; IJrianl, p.
' / VV/t' Cami)l)ell's

" Lives ofllie Chancellors.'"
• Reference lo the plan on page lo is liere (.iesiral^le.
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sort of episcopal residence or guest-house, as Kings Henry II.

and Edward I. were here entertained. However, not only is

there no trace of a pre-existent building, but this of Gower is

a superb ruin. It is said that we have to thank the scandalous

Bishop Barlow (1536-49) for initiating the work of destructicjn,

renioving, as he did, the lead from the roofs to provide marriage

portions for his daughters who married five bishops. He also

attempted to remove the see to Carmarthen. " Barlow's letter

to Cromwell on this subject strongly urges the removal, partly
on account of the inconvenient situation and partly because
the hopes of Protestantism rested on getting rid of the religio

"
It is hardly necessary to say that many churches, even of

inferior ecclesiastical rank, greatly surpass St. David's Cathedral
in e.xtent and in positive beauty, though certainly there is

none which could so well occupy its peculiar position ; of the

Palace, on the other hand, it is hardly too much to affirm that

it is altogether unsurpassed by any existing English edifice of

its own kind. One can hardly conceive any structure that

more completely proclaims its peculiar purpose. It is essenti-

ally a palace and not a castle
;
we have not here the moat, the

tower, the frowning gateway, or any feature proclaiming, if not
an intention of hostility, at all events a state of things involving
the necessit)- of defence. The prominent parts are the superb
rose-window of the hall and the graceful spire of the chapel,

importing an abode, not of warfare, but of hospitality and

religion.''
-

\V^ith all due deference to Messrs. Jones and Freeman,
however, the great arcaded parapet, which is certainly the
most noticeable feature of the buihh'iig, gives at least a
hint that Bishop Cower had an arri'crc pciiscc against defence.
As the close was fortified, it was not necessary to make any
elaborate preparations against attack: iuit it will be noted that,

although there is no moat, the river Alan—then much larger
than now—runs past one side, and that on the others there
were very few windows, and those small

;
in fact, most of the

remainder opens on to the great ([uadrangle, which was self-

contained. Let us look at it again from another point of view.

Eliminate the [)ara|)et, and what do we fmd ? 'I'ruly, e\ce[it

'

j. iV I'., j). jjO. Ihid., [). iJjy.
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for ail excellent plan and mere bulk, nothing at all extra-

ordinary from an architectural point of view.

A particular description must be given to the Parapet.
It consists of a series of arches, with a hollow ornamented by
( jower's four-leaved flower, carried down on octagonal shafts,
which rest on corbels of considerable variety about two feet down
the wall. Above the arcade is a corbel-table carrying a pro-

jecting battlemented cornice. I'he battlements have extremely
narrow embrasures and loopholes. The sills of the arcade are

steeply slanted outwards, and the jambs show the old shape of
the roof and finish with a neat weathered projection. (Ireat

richness is obtained above the arcade from the various coloured
stones employed. They are set in squares, alternately purple
and grey, in the voussoirs of the arches and the spandrils above

them, and make a mellow and harmonious chequer-work which

greatly adds to the character of the whole building.
A similar parai)et is only known to occur in two other

buildings (also attributed to (lower), viz., Swansea Castle and
Lamphey Palace, near Pembroke.
We can place the date of the building about 1340, as an

ordinance by Bishop Gower, dated May 27, 1342, orders that

only certain buildings belonging to the bishop be kept in

repair,' which includes the palace. Architecturally, the ar-

rangements are excellent. 'I'he leading idea is a great quad-
rangle, but so skilfully broken up with projections that the

monotonous rectangular effect of the scjuare gives place to a

most pleasing and picturesque variety, and although the main

portion is kept about the same height throughout, yet the most

dignified chambers are given due prominence and the parts of

lesser importance treated with a fit reticence.

The building is raised on crypts, which, however, were

evidently used for domestic ofifices from the windows (once

glazed) and the divisions. The vaults are of the plain barrel

description, without ribs, although there are some which rather

suggest ribs. These vaults do not run longitudinally, as under
St. Mary's Chapel or, indeed, the chapel in the palace ; the

reason being that divisions, for living purposes, were necessary
on both floors.

On entering the quadrangle, which is about 170 feet square,

'

J. >.\; !'., J), lyo ; Lib. ShiL, y. 24.
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wc find a small building immediately to the left which inan\-

call the East Chapel.
"

The West Chapel (K)' was probably
not built till later, and then probably this little one became
the Bishop's private chapel. There are indications of a way
through to the ante-room adjoining in the south-west wall, and
a passage also leads to the lower floor.

The Bishop's Hall (I, about 60 ft. by 23 ft.) is approached
from the quadrangle by seven modern steps and a ])orch with

a semi-octagonal arch. The point of the octagon is at the

centre of the opening, and resembles that leading to the; rood-

loft in the cathedral. The small window in the porch has two
five-foil lights.

The Hall was lit by two windows to the north-west and four to

the south-east. Possibly the recess, which cuts into the window
at the south angle, may have contained the refectory pulpit,
and behind it was a passage and stair leading to the minstrels'

gallery.

There was a diagonal entrance (just above the head of the I

on plan) leading from tlie liishop's Hall to his Study or

])rivate apartment, just by this entrance there is also a way
down. There are two fireplaces and chimneys, and as there

are indications of a divisional wall there were probablv two

rooms, the further of which has a blocked doorway and niav

have been utilised before the main entrance was built. H is

the Kitchoi (about 26 ft. by 23 ft.), to the west end of the

Bishop's Hall. This room is very interest-

ing, as it was evidently domed, and later

a wall had to be built to support il. The

chimney, which was standing in i<S57 when
Messrs. Jones and Preeman published their

book, is now lying in a mass on the floor.
„,,,i.,n ,„.,, „mnev.

As this is a good object lesscjn to the

modern flimsy designers of to-day, tlie dimensions will not be

without intt-resl : flues, 1 ft. 1 1 in. ; outer wa]l>, 1 ft. 3 in.,

inner, i fl.

On the Dortluiii side of llie kitclun was an aisle leading
behind the (ireal Hall, and so out to llu- garden.
The Great Hall is a|)proached Irom ihe iinadrangle 1)\- a

line |)(jrch, richl\ atlorned and ol the whole height of the

building. The entrance is an unusual one at so early a period.
'

Tile references ;uc t(j llic phiii nn i). lo.

,0.
Afasorvy
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It is about 9 ft. wide by 1 1 ft. 6 in. high, and has an ogee six-

centred arch, but the flight of steps are somewhat inconvenient,
as the tread is about fourteen inches and the rise about eleven

and a half. Above were two niches containing statues of King
Edward III. and Queen Philippa. Fragments of one remain

now, but where is the other? It seems sad that this should

have disappeared within the last few years.
The Hall itself is a magnificent stately apartment, even

unroofed as it is. It measures ii6 feet by 31 feet, but this

%.

BISHOPS rAI.AriC : (IK.NKKAI, \IEWOK COL'KTVAKH l.OOKl.NC TOWARDS
KNTKANCK TO GUKAT IlAl.l,.

(Fmiii yoncs and Fiwiinin.)

includes a smaller chamber of about 30 feet which was

originally a withdrawing room. At the south corner is a

staircase (down and u\)), and another at the east leading
to the turret. A doorway Ironi tlu' kitchen aisle is now
l)locked. In the south-east wall is an exceptionally beautiful

rose-wiii(l(ju. The ceiitre is an upright quatrefoil, and at

the cardinal ])()inls radiati' four strong imillions, and in

between each of these arc; llirrc U'ssc-r ones. Thf heads art'

of the Ircfnil kind. The inner eiicle is nol concentric with
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that enclosing the tracery, but is dropped a Httle to create, as
was often done in these circular windows, an optical delusion.

Thus the splay at the top is considerably less than at the

bottom, but looks al)out the same. Gower's four-leaved flower
is again in evidence in the hollow at the outside edge of the

splay. P3edrooms in two floors occupied the western end of

the hall.

The West Chapel is entered from the northern corner of

the hall, and projects from the main building. There must
have been a fine window to the east judging by its proportions,
and it has niches with canopies outside. .V large arched

piscina can be seen on the south wall inside, and at the east

corner a double-bodied grotesijue. In the north-east angle is

the belfry turret, which terminates in a very pleasing broached

spire ; but the porch, which occupied the angle between the

chapel and the domestic buildings, is all destroyed.
Of the Domestic Biiildiiii:;s to the north-west less remains

than of any other part. The well of the palace is to be seen
in a crypt, and a fine example of a stone chimney-place with

brackets, like the one in the library of the cathedral, is also

worthy of notice. The northern side was probably used for

stables, and the foundations for the enclosing wall on the

north-east side can still be traced.

In conclusion, it must be rememl)ered that the very high

regard in which .St. David's was held as a pilgrims' haven, par-

ticularly in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and that

the Bishop was bound to entertain all who came, necessitated

a very large guest-house, and here, indeed, was one which
was deemed worthy of the attention even of royalty on many
occasions.
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BISHOPS OF ST. nAVTD'S.'

[60 1
]
David

Cynog
'I'eilo

('eneu

Morfacl

Haerwnen
Ehvaed
Gwrnwen
Llunwerth

(iwrgwyst

(iwgan

Clydawg
Eineon
Elfod

Ethclman
Elanc

Maelsgwd
[831] Sadurnfen

Cadcll

Sulhaithnay

840. Novis
Idwal
Asser

Anlnvacl

Samson
Ivucliii

[(/)
I

1 Rhyddcrch
El win

Morhiw

873. Elunwcrlli

944. Eneuris

Hubert
Ivor

[999 1 Morgeneu
Nathan
k'uan

Arwystl

[ 1023] Alorgcncu

1023. Ervin

1039. 'I'rahaearn

[1061] Joseph
io6r. Bleiddud

107 1. SuHen

1076. Abraham

1078. Suhen (again)
1088. Rhyddmarch
1096. (iriffri

1115. Bernard
1 147. David ]'"itz-('.erald

T 1 76. Peter de Eeia

1204. (ieoffreyde Henelawc
I 215. lorwerth, ahas Oervase

1230. Anselm de la Orace

1284. Thomas ^^'allensis

1256. Richard de Carew
1 280. Thomas Peck

David Martyn
I lenry de (lower

b'hn Thoresby
Reuinald Brian

1293.

1328.

J. \ !

'347-

'35°-

I'l'- .J.v''' 359.

'J.I
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B

353-

361.

389.

397-

408.

414.

415-

418.

433-

442.

447-

447-

460.

482.

483-

485-

496.

505-

509-

5-3-

536-

548.

554-

559-

561.

582.

594-

615.
621.

627.

isHOPs OF St. DAVin's— <

Thomas Fastolfe

Adam Houghton
John ( iilbert

( luy Mone
Henry Chichclcy

John Catterick

Stephen Patrington
Benedict NichoUs
Thomas Rodburne
Wilham Lyndwood
John Langton
John Delabere

Robert Tully
Richard Martin

Thomas Langton
Hugh Pavy
John Morgan
Robert Sherborne
Edward Vaughan
Richard Rawhns
\\'iUiam Barlow-

Robert I^'errar

Henry Morgan
Thomas Young
Richard Davies

INIarmaduke Middleton

Anthony Rudd
Richard Milbourne
Wilham Laud

I'heophilus Field

oiitinucd.

660.

677.

683.
686.

687.

705-

710.

713-

723-

73°-

731-

742.

743-

752-

761.

766.

766.

774-

779-

783.

788.

793-
800.

803.

825.

840.

874.

Roger Mainwaring
AMlliam Lucy
\\'illiam Thomas
Laurence AN'ornack

John Lloyd
Thomas ^\'atson

( "leorge Bull

Philip Bisse

Adam Ottley
Richard Smallbrookc
Elias Sydall
Nicholas Claggett
Edward Willes

Hon. Richard Trevor

Anthony Ellis

Samuel Squire
Robert Lowth
Charles Moss
Hon. James Yorke

John Warren
Edward Smallwell

Samuel Horsley
Hon. William Stuart

Lord (ieorge Murray
Thomas Burgess

John PJanks Jenkinson

Connop Thirlwall

Basil Jones
John Owen

PRECENTORS' (DEANS FROM 1S40).

1224. Richard
^\'—

1 12371 Philip

[1254J Richard Pue

[1287] John de Svvinssey

[1300] Thomas Barry
132S. Richard de Mussehvick

[1334] David Barret

I The List of PrecfiitDrsisfrom K.'irdley as far as the niicldk- of the (.iylitcciitli ccntiirv,
from the- Cathedral Kc.tiisters from thtn to 1854. Freeman (footnote p. 35K) states that

the Hejiisters liave never been very carefully kept, but both lists were revised by Le
Xeye's

" Fasti
"
(ed. Hardy) ;

the accuracv of this latter, however, is not verv remarkable.
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Precextors (Draxs
1339. Adam Houghton
I 1352] David Ley
I 1399] J"hn Noke
141 3. Thijinas W^ollaston

1437. Hugh ab Owen
i486. Rifharil Macht-n

1492. John Howell

1509. Lewis ap Rhys
1534. Thomas Llo)d
1547- Thomas Voung
1554. Morgan Phillips

1558- Thomas Voung
1560. Thomas Huett
1 59 1 . Roger { iy ft'orcle

1596. William Hinton

1631. (Iriffith liiggs
1660. \\'illiam Thomas

FROM 1840)
—

I

1663.

1677.

1693.

1696.

1717.

1733-

1735-

1753-

1774-

1777.
1S16.

1S39.

187S.

1897.

1S97.

coiiiiinicd.

Richard Watson

John Ellis

Charles I'ryse

Hugh Powell

John Davies

lohn Pember

}o.seph Hill

John Morgan
John Jekyll
Francis Wollaston
Richard Richardson

Llewelyn Lewellin (assumed
the title of Dean in 1840J

James Allen

Evan Owen Phillips
H. Howell

ORf;.\XISTS Ol- ST. TWA'HVS r.VTHEDR.VL.'

\Valter \\'arr)n ...

Priest \'icars' officiated from ...

John Norman
Thomas Elliott ...

Priest Vicars officiated in turn ...

R. Mordant
( Lay Vicar Climal )

Henry Mordant ...

(Son of the prccccliiii; Lay Vicar C'lioial)

Richard Tomkins
( Lay Vicar Choral »

William Bishop ...

(Lay Vicar Clioral)

Henry Williams ...

-NhUlhew Maddo.x

( Lay Vicar Choral )

Matthew Philpotl
( Lay Vicar Choral )

Arthur Richardson

(Lay Vic.ir Chor.il, ako liiiur of the or^an. iJied iS2'i .)

John Barrett

( Lay Vicar Chor.il)

1490

1490-

1509-

1563-

1577-

1713-

1714-

1719^

I719-

1720-

1725-

1734-

1793-

1S27-

-1563

-1522

-1577

-I713

-1714

-1719

1719

-1720

-1725

-1734

-1793

-1S26

-1S51

' Condenscil from pp. 76 77 "Cathedral ()ri,'anisls," by J. C. West, Svo, London. iSiji),

which was ap)>arcntly compiled from infornialioii supplied liy 1). J. U. Codner.
'••'

' Mens. S;icr;i,"
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William Peregrine Propert, LL. D. and M.A., Cantah. :

Miis.B., Oxon. 1851
—

1883
(A Lay Vicar Choral of the Cathedral. During the restoration of

the Cathedral, 1S64-18S3, the organ was not in use)

Frederick S. Garton 1883— 1894
(Organist of St. Martin's. Haverfordwest, tSq-))

D. John D. Codner 1894
—

1896
"(Born 1851. Organist of St. Bride's, Fleet Street, K.C.)

Herbert C. Morris, F.R.CO 1896
(Horn at Coventry, June 18, 187.",)

CAIU.E CROSS I.YIXd

IX lUSHOr

VAlTxHAX's CIlAri",!,.

{See p. 67.)



APPENDIX II

EXTRACTS FROM SIR G. G. SCOTT'S REPORT TO THE
DEAN AND CHAPTER, 1869

By reference to my first Report, addressed to the Dean and Chapter m
1862, it will be seen that, while the entire building was reported to be in a
state of the most severe dilapidation, and some portions actually in ruins,
the greatest immediate danger was to be apprehended from the tower, the
crushed contlition of two of whose sustaining piers rendered its fall an event

by no means improbable
—a catastrophe which would probably involve the

destruction of a large portion of the church.

Before, therefore, embarking upon any other works of restoration, it was
determined to take immediate measures for the removal of this great danger,
and, while the first contract united with this the restoration of the choir, the
actual work in the first instance undertaken, excepting only some necessary
works of drainage, was limited to this "article of a standing or a falling
church."

At the risk of being tedious, 1 will repeat here a detailed description of
these most dangerous and difficult operations, which I wrote immediately
after their completion, in a private Report to the Bishop :

—
"

I do not hesitate to tell you that the operations thus in the main

completed, have caused me the greatest anxiety ; for, although it has been

my lot to apply the same process to five other central towers, and though I

have, in each instance, undertaken it not without much trepidation, I have
never met with a case so serious, and involving so great an amount of

apparent and actual danger, as that of your Cathedral ; for not only is the

tower far larger and of vastly greater weight than any other on which T

have been called to operate, but its two western piers were more alarmingly
shattered than an\-thing I have witnessed elsewhere. I take the liberty of

(juoting the following passage from my first Report, as showing what were

my impressions cm this point after my original survc}', and they have been
more than verified by the result :

—
" ' The present condition of the tower is in the highest degree alarming,

and till it is restored to a state of security, it is quite useless to think of any
extensive reparation of other parts of the l)uilding." ' The western piers consist each of two portions, the parts towards the
nave belonging to De Leifi's work of the twelfth century, and tho,se towards
the transepts having been added after the cata.strophe of 1220. Of these,
the older or western portions are literally, at least so far as they are (>]ien
to examination, shattered to fragments, and the same process has extended
itself in a less degree into the later or eastern parts of each pier ; in fact,

the only security which the tower has from actually falling, is the buttressing
it sustains from the walls of the transepts and the nave, though the latter

have themselves severely suffered under (he undue pressure thus brought
upon them.

H y?
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" ' The arch facing the nave is very much injured, and the wall which

it sustains, up to the commencement of the later stages, is utterly dis-

integrated, so much so as to render it dangerous very closely to investigate
the defects ; and the same state of disintegration extends itself some feet

into the north and south walls, but especially the former, which is at this

point crushed throughout its whole thickness.

"'It will be seen from what I have stated, that the whole remaining

portion of the first tower is crushed and left at the mercy of the various

walls which abut against, and, so to speak, bolster it up ; and that this

terrible failure extends itself to a certain distance into the later and, in

themselves, better constructed portions ; in fact, that of the four supports
of the tower, two are sound, and two wholly untrustworthy.'"

It will be seen from the above, that the object to be aimed at was little

(if anything) less than the rebuilding from their foundation of two of the

four piers which sustained the tower, each of them bearing a load of 1,150

tons, which had to be supported by timber shoring during the operation.
" Our first work, however, was to take measures for binding together, and

otherwise strengthening the tower itself, so as to avoid the danger of its

becoming fractured, or otherwise injured, during the reconstruction of its

supporting piers ; and this was rendered the more necessary by the dis-

integrated state of the lower walls immediately resting on the arches, and
the enormous cracks by which the north and south walls were rent through-
out their entire height. This object was attained by the introduction of

permanent iron ties of great strength, at several different levels, fjinding all

the walls together ; by the use of temporary girders of massive timber-work
round the exterior of the tower, throughout the greater part of its height ;

and by repairing with new stone and strong cement many parts of the dis-

integrated walls.
" The shoring by which the weight of the western half of the tower has

been temporarily supported is of three descriptions
—

ist, direct supports
under the western, northern, and southern arches (the two former consisting
of timber framing, and the latter being provided by an old stone wall, by
which the arch; was blocked); 2ndly, vertical shores of immense strength,

supporting
"
needles," or horizontal masses of timber, passing through the

walls ; and 3rdly, by
'

raking
'

or inclined shores abutting against the walls

in all directions, and both supporting weight and preventing lateral motion.

All these had to be provided with firm foundations, having to bear the

actual weight of the tower. The magnitude of the work may be judged of

when I mention that, of the six main supports of the 'needles,' two con-

sisted each of /a')/e, and the others of six full-sized balks of timber, bound

together into one mass by irons, and thus making timber supports, the first

3 feet 6 inches square, and the others 3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 4 inches in

thickness, and all of them 36 feet in length. The ' needles
'

are of oak,
2 feet 4 inches deep and 2 feet 4 inches thick, and shod with wrought iron.

The raking shores are arranged in systematic groups, giving supports
at all heights, from immediately over the piers to nearly the top of the

tower.
" The shoring has required the use of nearly 12,000 cubic feet of timber.

"The state of the west wall of the tower was rendered alarmingly

apparent by the difficulties encountered in making the holes for the
'

needles.'
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" Mr. Clear, the Clerk of the Works, and myself, foreseeing some diffi-

culty, arranged a plan by which, before cutting through the wall, a sort of

tunnel of strong stone should be formed through it, by inserting the stones,
one at a time, in the shattered rubble work, and then removing the enclosed
wall. This was done, with some difficulty, to a depth of 2 feet from either

side, but as the wall is 6 feet thick, there remained 2 feet in the middle

untunnelled, and when the enclosed wall was attempted to be removed,
the middle mass began to pour out like an avalanche, which was only
stopped by the immediate insertion of sand-bags, and by subsequently
running the wall from above with liquid cement, and thus solidifying the

disintegrated rubbish.

"These systems of supports having been completed, the actual opera-
tions commenced, and for this another and less permanent system of

shoring was requisite. If the main shoring may be compared to the solid

masses of an army, those I am now speaking of may he viewed as the

skir»iishers. They consist of needles and props inserted immediately
above the part to be operated on, and supporting a portion of the

shattered pier while that below it was renewed, and as soon as this was
effected, a new needle was inserted above the first one, to make way for

the renewal of another batch, each lower needle being in its turn removed,
when that above it was secured. Besides this, however, endless extem-

jiorised precautions had at every hour to be taken, to provide against

contingencies which were ever arising ; blocks of timber inserted under
stones threatening to fall ; struts and shields against masses in danger of

bursting ; sand-bags, &c. , against the rushing out of the avalanches of
rubbish ; temporarily running together, with licjuid cement, of ]iarts

which, though eventually to be removed, had not yet Ijeen reached, and
threatened, if not consolidated, to bury the workmen in their ruins. All

these, and many more precautions, had to be taken to meet the exigencies
of every day and every hour

;
and when it is considered that each pier

took months to reinstate, that these dangerous operations could not, in

many cases, be suspended day or night, and that the Clerk of the Works
would never leave the spot while any dangerous work was pending, you
may judge of the wearing anxiety which he and others engaged in the work
have undergone."

By the process I have thus ijriell}' sketcheil, the entire piers, excepting
a small central portion, have been rebuilt from their foundations to their

capitals; the new stone-work having to be inserted a little at a time, has
been aided, in all cases, by strong copper cramps, so as to tie its courses

together in their circuit round the ])ier." All the stones are laid in strong cement, and all that remains within of

the old work is run together at each course with liquid cement till it will

hold no more. I saw, myself, ten pails full of this material poured into a

single hole.

"The stone made use of is the purple stone of the neighbouring cliffs,

and closely resembles the old stone, though somewhat harder, and is

worked in a similar manner. Any old stones which are unshattered (of
which I regret to say that but very few were found) have been re-used.

"
I had hoped that the southern pier, which was the second operated

upon, would have proved less dangerous than the northern one, but on a
close examination of it, just before the work on it was commenced, I found
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that it was really as much shattered as the other had been, and, in point of

fact, was ready to burst at the middle of its height. The Clerk of the

Works, when he reached this point, told me that a cat could walk in and
out of the cracks which intersected the pier !

"
I have been the more minute in describing our operations, and the

state in which we found the old piers to be, because, when such a work is

completed, there is a tendency to forget, or to discredit, the danger which
has been avoided ; indeed, to any one who sees the piers as now recon-

structed, it would be impossible to believe that the tower could have stood
on such masses of shattered fragments as those which they have replaced."
At the time that the above description was written the shoring had not

been removed. This has now been the case for several years, and the

piers, I am thankful to say, have sustained the weight perfectly.
When the crushed substructure had been thus rendered trustworthy, we

not only proceeded with the restoration of the remainder of the choir,
which formed a part of the same contract, but your orders were given to

proceed also with the rejmirs of the upper portions of the tower, which
were sadly dilapidated, and with the aisles of the choir, one of which had

long been in ruins and roofless, and the other in bvil little better condition.

(For extract here see p\i. 16-19, a/z/r.)

I have had to bear some little ridicule for taking down the dead wall, by
which the sides had been heightened, and building it up again. I can

only say that the roof having been of necessity temjxirarily removed, and
these additions to the walls, being devoid of any character or value of their

own, being a mine of wealth in the debris they contained, I simply worked
them as a mine, and having obtained the treasure which lay hidden within

them, I reconstructed them with their old materials.

In doing this we discovered the curious eaves-course and gutters of the

original roof, which is of a remarkaljle construction, and is now exposed to

view with some restoration.

Among the timbers of the later roof were found portions of that of the

earlier date, shewing that it was perfectly plain, though massive, and of
- the cradled form so usual at early periods.

The design of the early stonework of the eastern arm, apart from its

intrinsic merits, is interesting from the evidences it presents of its doitble

date, being a union of the original work of Bishop De Leifi (begun in 1180)
with that resulting from the reparations after the fall of the tower in 1220,

The tower falling eastward would of course destroy the parts immediately

adjoining it, and it would appear that it, by the fall of its upper portions,
must also have reached and damaged the eastern wall.

We accordingly find that, while the eastward portions of the side walls

and the lower parts of the east end are of the original date, the western

bays of the sides and the upper parts of the end are of the later date. This
is made very manifest on the south side of the clerestory by a triforium

passage, originally communicating with that in the south transept, but

which was omitted in the reconstructed parts, thus cutting off the

communication.

Curiously enough, we also find that ni the reconstructed portions of the

sides a very marked preparation was commenced for vaulting, which, how-
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ever, was suspended at a few feet in height, and on one side niches added

just where the groining arches would come ; while at the east end the upper

range of windows (as already mentioned) was designed without reference

to vaulting.
We made a curious discovery in the eastern end, where a walled-up arch

was visible Ijelow the cill of the central window in Bishop Vaughan's

Chapel (formerly the exterior of the end). On opening this we found it to

be a deep recess into the thickness of the wall, at the back of which are

some ornamental crosses of the older period, in the principal of which

(which is very Ijeautiful) the intervals between the arms of the cross are

perforated through into the interior, opening just behind the high altar, as

if to allow a person while kneeling in the external recess to participate in

the services going on within.

Returning for a moment to the choir roof, I will mention that we have

restored it precisely to its old form, retaining every part not unfitted by

decay. The chief exceptions are the beams, which were hopelessly

decayed, and which were of so great a size as to cause us much difiiculty

and delay in obtaining trees of sufficient size to contain them. They were

eventually procured from Radnorshire, Shroi^shire, Herefordshire, and the

Forest of Dean.
The old roof was decorated throughout with colour, which has been

carefully restored. The panels had been repainted in the seventeenth

century, in a discordant style ; these have been now decorated in a manner

agreeing with the older work.

The roof contains ancient shields, Ijearing the arms of Bishop TuUy, the

Earl of Richmond, Roderic the Great, Bishop Martin, Owen Poole,

treasurer to the church ; the arms of France and England quartered ;

tho.se of Edward V., Richard III., and (perhaps) Henry VH., of Rhys ap
Tudor and of liishop Young. Those which were affixed to the corbels had

been obliterated, and have been supplied by the arms of the present bishop,

dean, canons, and archdeacons, thus marking the period of the restoration.

The walls, pillars, arches, &c., of the eastern arm, are now put into a

thorough state of repair ;
and the beauty of the interior will be greatly

increased by the munificence of the Rev. John Lucy, of Hampton Lucy,
in Warwickshire, who, as a memorial of 15ishop Lucy, a member of the

ancient family to which he belongs, has undertaken to fill the upper tier of

windows in the east end with stained glass, and the lower tier (blocked up

by Bishop Vaughan's Chapel) with V'enetian enamel mosaic work, the

opaque co-relative of stained glass, though a much more costly form of art.

This will give to these noble lancets just the relief and beauty which they

had lost when deprived of their light, and that in a form more unique and

striking than stained glass itself. I had in my first report suggested for

these blank windows that "possibly some more durable kind of decoration

(than painting) may be introduced," and Mr. Lucy's benefaction precisely

meets the want."

The aisles of the eastern arm, which owing to their ruined condition had

l)een walled off, have now been opened out and brought back to a perfect

state, which of course brings out the beauty of the interior in a very

marked degree. In opening the .second arch from the east the old sedilia

I The sl.iined tilass and mosaics havi: since been fi.xed. Mr. Lucy lias also niiderlaken

the repair of Uie Karl of Richmond's altar-tomb in the presbytery.
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were found. They are of wood, and of the fifteenth century. These have
been carefully restored. The piscina, which occupied the south-eastern

arch, is too ruined for its design to be recovered, though I think that a

beautiful basin dug up in the churchyard must have belonged to it. Three
arches on the north side are occupied by ancient tombs (including the sub-

structure of St. David's shrine). These are a good deal ruined, and must
be in some degree restored. The tombs similarly placed in the northern
arch of the tower, and which had to be removed for the repairs, have l)een

carefully replaced.
The aisles of the choir have been twice prepared for vaulting, first in

the original structure, and again when the ai.sles were widened, and the

walls raised and remodelled, by Bishop Gower. I doubt whether in either

case it was carried out, as I could find no evidences of it on the inner side,
and after some perplexity I determined not to attempt it, but to cover
them with hand.some oak roofs, suited in character to Bishop Gower's work.
The windows were in a most ruined condition. We found on the north

side evidences of the old form of their tracery, which we have followed.

Those of the south aisle had no remains of the tracery left, and even the

jambs were so shattered that it was only by a fragment here and there that

the mouldings were recovered. These were found to be curiously varied,
out of four windows two only being alike. The tracery introduced has

been founded on fragmentary evidences from other parts of the church of

the same date.

One thing caused us a little puzzle : we found the remains of windows in

all four hays, though the westernmost of them would be blocked up by the

eastern aisle of the transept. CJn close scrutiny, however, we found that

the place of this aisle was at first only occupied by a single chapel,' with a

space between it and the aisle of the choir, which had been at a later

period built over, so as to form the aisle which stopped the window in

question. This we have restored to its older form, at the .same time

repairing the adjoining stair turret of the transept, which was in a

dangerous state.

I will now return to the space beneath the tower, which in this church
is the choir proper, as containing the stalls ; the eastern arm of the church

being more correctly the presbytery.
The great engineering works already described necessitated the tem-

porary removal of the stalls. They have subsequently been restored to

their old position, and have undergone a most careful process of reparation.
On close examination they were found to have been deprived of many of

the more delicate of their decorative details. These have been or still are

in process of being restored from fragments, more or less extensive, which
have been discovered ; the greatest care being taken to preserve the

ancient work as nearly untouched as is possible. The whole is a very
excellent and interesting specimen of ancient woodwork, and retains traces

of coloured decoration, including some armorial bearings.
The same process of careful reparation has been applied to the Bishop's

throne, and the unique screen, which .severs the choir proper from the

presbytery, neither of which have been moved from their positions, but

I This chapel was added in the fourteenth century, beinjj a part of Gower's work.
Its e.xtension into an aisle was probably of modern date. It will be seen that the old
base-moulds concealed bv that extension still remain.
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have been repaired as they stood. The similarity of the panels of the

lower parts of the screen and the throne, show them to be practically one

work. I suppose their date to be late in the fourteenth or early in the

fifteenth century. Both are very curious and valuaVjle ancient works. I

am aware that the conservative manner in which they have ])een dealt

with has provoked some criticism from those who undervalue these relics

of ancient workmanship. For myself, I do not hesitate to express my
high satisfaction at the manner in which they have been both preserved
and restored ; and I trust that the hand of spoliation and innovation will

never be permitted to tamper with the works I have thus endeavoured to

hand down in their integrity to future generations.

(F(jr extract here see pp. 30-32, aiUe.)

( )ne thing I will mention which stands, I think, alone, as a deliberate

deviation on my part from the old work.

Bishop Gower, in building the middle stage of the tower, had made it

form a fine lantern storey to the choir. Late in the fifteenth or early
in the sixteenth century, wooden groining had been introduced, which,

strangely enough, cut Gower's lantern windows in two, entirely hiding
their traceried heads. I have done away with this desight, by lifting the

wood groining a stage higher, so as to show Gower's windows in their

integrity, which forms the lantern into a very fine feature. I trust that,

as regards the general principle of consei-vative restoration, this exception
will be accepted as one of the class which proves the rule. The wood

grf)ining was decorated with colour, and has \xen repainted.

Since the date of the last Report the works have been proceeding. The
restoration of the roofs of the nave and south aisle with their ceilings has

been accomplished. The clerestory of the nave has been fully restored

externally and internally ; some of its windows which had been walled up
have been (jpened out, and the whole of them have been reglazed.

In carrying out this portion of the work it was found that the parapets
had been corbelled in the same manner as those of the presbytery, although
the corbels had been cut off flush with the face of the wall. Fortunately
in a sheltered corner next the tower two or three of the corbels remained
in a perfect state ; these have been the guide in the restoration. The

parapet was probably of less height originally, but the jiosilion of the

sixteenth century roof would not allow of the height l)eing kept lower than

at present.
The ceiling of tlie south aisle, wiiich until kitcly was open, sh(j\\ing tlie

rough timbers above, has been panelled in completion of the ancient design.
The parapet and pinnacles have also been reimired.
The walls internally of the nave and south aisle and the piers and

arches have been cleaned, restored, and pointed.
The north transept has been groined in oak, carrying out the design

which had been commenced in stone. The modern roof, which was
truncated and of very slight limbers, has been strengthened, and the pitch
carried up to fit the fifteenth century gable. The ruined pinnacle at the

norlh-west angle has been completed.
• Whilst speaking of this transept, it will lie well to call attention to the

doorway on the western side, which was originally of cun^idcraMe w idtli.
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but at a period very shortly after its erection was narrowed, tiie later jamb
with its shaft, cap, and base being precisely like the original jamb which
remains built up in the wall ; and at a still later period the doorway
appears to have been walled up to form a recess, in which was placed a
hollowed stone sink with a stone shoot projecting through the wall.

The roofs of Bishop Vaughan's Chapel and of the cross aisle eastward

(page 6) have been thoroughly repaired and releaded.
The works now in progress (July, 1873) ^re the reparation of the roof of

the nortli aisle of the nave and the restoration of the upper part of the

Chapter-house building. The windows in the north aisle, two of which
have lost their tracery, are being restored, and the walls internally will be
cleaned.

The modern roof of the Chapter-house building, which has for years
been in a very unsafe condition, is now being removed, and will be replaced
by a new roof covered with lead. The walls, &c.

,
of the upper part of the

building will be restored as far down as the floor of the Chapter-house.
This will include the completion of the triangular window in the gable,
and the windows in the north side of the uppermost storey or "

Treasury."
The window in the north wall of the Chapter-house has enough of its

tracery remaining to enable the design to be completed with certainty, and
will be restored. The pinnacles flanking the eastern gable, which are of

very curious design, will be completed.
The cost of these works on the Chapter-house building is being defrayed

by one of the Canons Residentiary, to whose liberality the new roof and

groined ceiling of the north transept, and the renewal of the roofs of

Bishop Vaughan's Chapel, and of the adjacent ante-chapel are also due.

Now that the substantial repair of the nave with its aisles is so nearly
completed, the nave should without further delay be paved and provided
with fittings for the parochial services.

The pavement of the north transept should follow, with the restoration

of St. Thomas's Chapel, stone tracery being substituted for its present
wooden window-frames, and an open screen for the existing partition
between it and the transept.
The south transept should be dealt with in a similar manner to the

northern one. The unseemly condition of its roof is rendered more

apparent by contrast with the restored roofs and ceilings of other parts
of the church.

There would still remain the porch, with sundry external repairs to the

north and south aisles. There is also the eastern group of unroofed

chapels, for which some provision should be made, to prevent further

dilapidation to their walls and injury to the delicately wrought tombs still

remaining within them.
It is unnecessary at present to give estimates for the works enumerated

above, or for the amelioration of the western front.

The extent to which these very desirable objects will be effected, must

depend on the liberality with which the present appeal is responded to.

The outlay and liabilities up to the present time are—for the Drainage,
^^500 ;

the Tower, with the Presbytery and its Aisles, ^15,700 ;
the South

Transept Chapel and Stair Turret, ^600 ; the Nave and its Aisles, ;^6,500.
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J. L. J. Masse, M.A. 44 Illustrations.
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Opinions of the Press,

' ' For the purpose at which they aim they are adniirably done, and
there are few visitants to any of our noble shrines who will not enjoy their
visit the better for being furnished with one of these delightful books,
which can be slipped into the pocket and carried with ease, and is yet
distinct and legible. ... A volume such as that on Canterbury is exactly
what we want, and on our next visit we hope to have it with us. It is

thoroughly helpful, and the views of the fair city and its noble cathedral
are beautiful. Both volumes, moreover, will serve more than a temporary
purpose, and are trustworthy as well as delightful."

—Notes atid Queries.
"We have so frequently in these columns urged the want of cheap,

well -illustrated, and well -written handbooks to our cathedrals, to take
the place of the out-of-date publications of local booksellers, that we are

glad to hear that they have been taken in hand by Messrs George Bell
& Sons."—St. /ames's Gazette.

" The volumes are handy in size, moderate in price, well illustrated, and
written in a scholarly spirit. The history of cathedral and city is in-

telligently set forth and accompanied by a descriptive survey of the

building in all its detail. The illustrations are copious and well selected,
and the series bids fair to become an indispensable companion to the
cathedral tourist in England."— Times.

"They are nicely produced in good type, on good paper, and contain
numerous illustrations, are well written, and very cheap. We should

imagine architects and students of architecture will be sure to buy the
series as they appear, for they contain in brief much valuable information.

"

—British Architect.
"

Bell's
' Cathedral Series,' so admirably edited, is more than a descrip-

tion of the various English cathedrals. It will be a valuable historical

record, and a work of much service also to the architect. The illustrations

are well selected, and in many cases not mere bald architectural drawings
but reproductions of exquisite stone fancies, touched in their treatment by
fancy and guided by art."—Star.

"Each of them contains exactly that amount of information which the

intelligent visitor, who is not a specialist, will wish to have. The dis-

position of the various parts is judiciously proportioned, and the style is

very readable. The illustrations supply a further important feature ; they
are both numerous and good. A series which cannot fail to be welcomed
by all who are interested in the ecclesiastical buildings of England."—
Glasgow Herald.
"Those who, either for purposes of professional study or for a cultured

recreation, find it expedient to
' do

'

the English cathedrals will welcome
the beginning of Bell's 'Cathedral Series.' This set of books is an

attempt to consult, more closely, and in greater detail than the usual

guide-books do, the needs of visitors to the cathedral towns. The series

cannot but prove markedly successful. In each book a business-like

description is given of the fabric of the church to which the volume
relates, and an interesting history of the relative diocese. The books are

plentifully illustrated, and are thus made attractive as well as instructive.

They cannot but prove welcome to all classes of readers interested either

in English Church history or in ecclesiastical architecture."—Scotsman.

"They have nothing in common with the almost invariably wretched
local guides save portability, and their only competitors in the quality and

quantity of their contents are very expensive and mostly rare works, each
of a size that suggests a packing-case rather than a coat-pocket. The
'

Cathedral Series
'

are important compilations concerning history, archi-

tecture, and biography, and quite popular enough for such as take any
sincere interest in their subjects."

—Sketch.
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